This paper contains the results of a yesr's study of fog and haze, both their present synoptic treatment and the more recent literature dealing with them at some of the principal European forecast and aviation centers. The greater part of the investigation was made a t the Geophysical Institute of Bergen, Norway, with shorter stays at Lindenburg Aeronautical Observatory and Tempelhof Field near Berlin, at the meteorological office and Le Bourget, Paris, and at the meteorological office and Croyden, London.
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PART I N U C L E I O F C O N D E N S A T I O N
The study of nuclei of,condensation in the atmosphere is a problem for the physicist rather than the meteorologist. I n the general condensation processes, it is the meteorological factors which play the decisive part in determining the direction the process shall take, not the nuclear factors. The whole trend a t present, in the light of the increasing observational data on the conditions actually prevailing in clouds where condensation is taking place, is to postulate an ever smaller degree of supersaturation in these processes. It would appear t,hat there are always condensation nuclei present in the lower t,roposphere such that condensation begins directly 1 When not othermiso spcifled, tho deaee of saturntion is always considered with rrfwenw to a water plane surfsce, the percentage eipresslon being R,.
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or a trifle before a state of complete saturation is attained, and such that supersaturation is almost immediately dissolved. This is perhaps not the case in the upper troposphere (cirrus level) and in cumulo-nimbus convection.
For the problem of fog and low ceiling (the greatest obstacles to aviation), we are concerned primarily with the condensation processes and nuclei. only in the lowest troposphere. But it is exactly in these lowest air layers, especially in populous induGtria1 regions, that local pollution of the atmosphere results in such numbers of active condensation nuclei that the very marked effect on fog frequency, density, and duration has been observed and studied for half a century. Furthermore, since most aerodromes for commercial aviation purposes must be situated in such regions, the study of ths rather local type of fog assumes a special importance. The hitherto unsolved problem of clearing aerodromes of fog by artificial means requires for its solution a much more precise knowledge of the chemical and physical properties of these nuclei than we yet possess. These considerations make it seem almost essential to commerce any general discussion of fog formation and forecasting for aviation purposes with a brief summary of our present state of knowledge of the nuclei of condensation.
The classical esperiments of C. T. R. Wilson first proved beyond a doubt that nuclei of some sort are necessary for condensation to take place, by showing that in thoroughly filtered air no reasonable degree of supersaturation can produce water droplets. J. J.
Thomson developed the mathematical formule which explained this fact as a result of the increased vapor pressure caused by the greater surface tension over the surface of droplets with decreased radius of curvature. The existence of very small droplets, such asplliust be the first st'age of spontaneous condensation without nuclei, would require enormous supersaturation. To meet this difficulty, all theories explaining condensation have assumed nuclei of one of the three follow4ng typrs, or combinations of two or all three t'ypes in a single nucleus :
(1) Neutral dust particles of a size sufficiently great that the surface curvature of the particle will permit of condensation with only a moderate degree of supersaturation.
(2) Particles having an electric charge, or ions, such that the electric forces acting over the surface of the particle sufficiently counteract the surface tension to permit of condensation with only moderate supersat)uration.
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(3) Hygroscopic particles such that the forces cliie to the chemical afinity of the particle for water reduce the vapor pressure over its surface sufficiently to permit of condensation at nioderate supersaturation.
The first type of nucleus, the neutral dust particle, was the one assumed in the earlier theories of condensation. Aitken's so-called "dust counter'' was devised on the principle that, in the event of the sudden expansion and consequent supersaturation of a saniple of air, condensation will take place on all dust particles present. The "dust count" is then made from the sniall droplets, when they have settled. But as Hann says,' already in 1881 Aitken rernarked that the forniation of condensation nuclei might take place quite without dust, simply by the action of sunshine on certain gases, i. e., ammonia, the oxides of sulfur and nitrogen, and peroxide of bydrogen. Later experiments by Richarz, Barkow, Pringal, and Bieber confirmed the results of Aitken's early experiments indicating the important r6le played by the chemical composition of the nuclei. A. Wigand in two papers published in 19 12 showed conclusively that neutraZ dust particles play practically no r81e a t all in ordinary condensation, but that the products of conibustion contain fin almost infinite number of active nuclei of condensation. Wigand found with high relative humidity and a low "dust count" by Aitken's counter, that the introduction of air into the apparatus., heavily laden with dust particles from the imniecliate mcinity of a rug which was being beaten, had no effect whatsoever on the count, which remained low. I n other words, these mechanically produced dust particles remained inactive as condensation nuclei even with marked supersaturation. He had the same result with tlie dust of fine ballast sand when he made a similar test in a free balloon in a cloud where there prevailed practically saturation humidity together with a remarkably low "dust count." The count was not in the least affected by the presence of so much sand dust that the silica deposit could be detectecl on the walls of the vessel.
H. Koppe (1916-17) , working on Olberg in Jerusalem, found a zero dust count by the Bitken's counter in n prevailing Sirocco so laden with dust that visibility RRS very poor. On the other hand, Wigancl's tests nindp with air from a room in which a cigarette had beell smoked or a candle burned for a verj7 few-moinents showetl an almost infinite number of particles, niore than 150,000 per cubic centimeter. This proved deiinitely the nature of the active condensation kerns, and led \Tignntl to rename Aitken's "dust couiiter," and cnll it ''kei-ii counter."
Seemingly contrary testimony as to the action of ordinary dust particles as nuclei is fiwnisliecl by the phenomenon observed by H. v. W. Ge~r,vii,~ and others, that visible layers of dust haze often precede the formation of a cloud layer, and are nlways left behind by the evaporation of fog or cloud in still air. But that is no reason to assume, ns Ficlier and Georgii both do, that the visible dust or snioke particles have acted as nuclei of condensation. The same forces wl:ich tend to gather these visible particles in n definite layer, w i l l also gather the invisible 11;s-groscnpic nuclei, presumably. And certainly the fog particles moy attach dust particles to them, which will be left behind as B residue after tlie evaporation of the fog, without in any sense having acted as nuclei. Evei: in his recent book Georgii niaiiitains that the particles visible as ordinary dust or smoke haze are active nuclei of condensation, so that lime is a real cause of fog.
The theories postulating electnc forces as the essential factor in the activity of condensation kerns followed on the experiments of C'. T. R. Wilson showing that with sufficient supersaturation condensation will take place on ordinary ions produced in the air by bombardment with a-particles, or other ionizing forces. He found that to produce condensation on negative ions a relative humidity of 420 per cent is required, on positive ions 790 per cent. On the basis of these results Gerdien developed llis theory of the origin of thunderstorm electric potential, assuming that in strong cumulus coiivectioii there develops such a scarcity of nuclei of condensation that sufficient supersaturation occurs to permit of condensation on the negative ions, with a resulting senera1 segrrga tion of positive and negative electricity i n distinct cloud layers. But all niore recent observations have sliown this theory to be quite untenable. Numerous huniidity measurements by Conrad and Wagner on Sonnblick in the densest clouds have shown average values of 1U2.5 per cent, with an absolute masirnuin of 107 per cent. Prom these results A. Wegener concludes that in cu. ni. convection from 10 to 30 per cent supersaturation iiiay exist. More recently Hildiiig Kohler ' states that of more than 4,000 humidity measurements made in clouds on Phrtetjlkko in Sweden and Haldde in Norway, four or five may have shown slight supersaturation, not inore than % per cent.
Kohler's humidity measurements were made with an Assmann psychrometer over a number of years, and eveiy precaution taken. He considers Conrad's and Wagner's humidity nieasurenients in detail: and imputes .
the high relative humidities Wagner obtained to the use of the hair hygrometer a t low temperatures and high humidities. He believes that because of the slowness of reaction and deposit of a thin water filni on the hair in wet fogs, as well AS on other theoretical grounds, its results are most unreliable under such conditions. If Rohler's measurements are correct, i t means that. in general supersaturation plays no important part in the condensation processes, that it is decidedly an exception in the lower troposphere. Iiohler has come to the conclusion that in the ordinary condensation processes it is the hygroscopic nuclei that really count, as Aitken lias foitnd to he much more markedly the case with fog forniation in industrial regions. A further consideration of their results follows below.
The only zone in which t,he action of the ordinary sniall inns as condensation nuclei may still appear reasonable is the upper troposphere, a t the cirrus level. A. Wigand has found from ineasureiiients carried out in niiiiierous free balloon trips that the Aitken's kern counter give.; counts of close to zero regularly in the cirrus Irv~1. On tlie other hand, the cirrus clouds show a density of very fine particles that must number hundreds p~r cubic centimeter. The only explanation Wigand can offer is that such siipersa turation prevails that condensation takes place on ordinary ions. These would not appear in the counter, for it employs an insufficient expansion to effect condensation on ions. Between 8% and 9% liilometers, in fine cirrus cloud, Wigand has observed on one occasion apparently excessive supersaturation. However, measurements of supersaturation by means of wet and dry bulb thermometers a t between -40' C. and -50' C. become less tlian meaningless.
Although tlie ordinary sniall ions are generally conceded now to play no part in atmospheric condensation, the large ions, or Langevin ions, whose presence and slow movement in the atmosphere has been so definitely established, are still generally assumed to be one of the important types of active condensation nuclei. Especially for fog foiniation has this type of nucleus been considered important. H. Bongards lo was one of the first to try statistically to prove a relation between the density of such ions and fog forniation. Assuming that tlie presence of such ions in the air is due primarily to the breaking clown of radio-ac tive matter, he expected to find a much smaller ion count with winds from the sea tlian with winds from land, for radio-active material is so much more abundant in soil than in sea water. Froin measurements of the products of radio activity in the atmosphere made a t Lindenberg lie found this to he the case, winds with a iiiarked northerly component being much poorer in such ionic activity than those with southerly. Wlien he found a t Lindenberg a corresponding distribution of fog frequency, he concluded a t once that the presence or absence of the ions as nuclei was the cause of greater or lesser fog frequency. As a matter of fact exactly tlie same relation should hold for tlie hygroscopic nuclei from indiistiial pollution of the atmosphere. Such nuclei even more than the large ions will originate only over land. But still more probable as an esplanation of the relation between fog frequency and wind direction observed by Bongards a t Lindenberg are certain nieteorological factors which are considered in Part I1 of this paper.
In spite of the fact that condensation even on the Langevin ions requires appreciable supersaturation, and that all evidence points to hygroscopic nuclei, especially ' i n the case of the dense low fog near large cities, the ionic theory of fog Condensation has become so firmly rooted that many attempts at local fog dispersion have been based on that theory. In Gemmany and ;n the United States, a t aerodromes, attempts have been made to disperse fog locally by scattering electrically charged sand, or the use of screens charged to a high potential, to clear the air of its ion content. The complete failure of such experiments to give the desired results may be regarded as further e\<dence against the general participation of ions in fog condensation. I t is the problem of hygroscopic nuclei that must be attacked. The markedly hygroscopic character of the nuclei is of course responsible for the denqity and persistence of the fogs in large cities. Due to the grent niiinbers of these nuclei present in such localities, condenqation sets in before saturation is reached, on H great nuinber of kerns. The result is a very dense cloud o f exceedingly fine pnrticles, for no particle can grow ,zppreciably lwyond the size of its neighbors without becoiiiing diluted to such an estent that the hygroscopic forces are weakened so that it tends to evaporate again. I n a country fog, where nuclei are scarce and coniparatively inactive Iiygroscopically, near saturation values of relative huniidity are required for fog formation. There is no 10 Uber eine Beziehung ewischen Nebelh2ufigkeit und Qehalt der Atmosphere an radioaktiren Zerfallsprodokten. Arbeiten des honiglichen Preussischen Aeronautischen Obserratoriums bei Lindenberg; IS, Band, 1913. compelling force to lieep the droplets mall, so the particles are larger and comparatively few in number, and therefore the fog never so densely obscuring ns the real city fog. Furthermore, :is soon as the relative humidity decreases slightly the smaller droplets become unstnble, and e\-aporat,P to the larger more stable drops, which quickly settle. Hence, a country fog is readily clissipnted. But in the city fog all the droplets are both sniall and stable, so that dissipation cnii take place only through the evaporation of the hygroscopic clrnplets. Hence, such fogs once formed may persist for clays with comparatively low humidity. They are frequently ended only by the blowing up of 8 wind which reniol-es both fog and atniospheric impurities.
The most important investigations in niore recent years of the nature nncl probablo source of the niiclei of condensation have been 1lknCle by J v h n Aitlcen snd Hilding Kbhler. Kohler worked mostly at Haldde Observatory, in nort hem Norway, at 000-meter elevation so that his results may lie considered to apply to condensation procesies in the lower cloucl 'levels, far removed froin the industrial sources of atniospheric pollution. His work has been perfornied entirely within the last, 10 years, and is apparently rather little known as yet. ditken's most recent work :, carried out during the preceeding ten years," mosliy in Scotland. It consisted to a considerable extent of laboratory experiments besting the action of artificially prodiiced nuclei obtained from the chemical compounds always produced in the Rtmosphere by combustion.
The two fundarnental problems which Aitken attacked in his most recent work concern the action of the sun's rays in producing hygroscopic nuclei, and the extent to which ions of one sort or another take part in the fog condensation processes. The fact that radiation fogs usually suffer a marked increase in density directly the sun's rays become active has long been known, as well as the fact that sunshine greatly increases the activity of the hygroscopic products of combustion.l2 Aitken found with his Bern counter that the purest air off the sea has its kern count increased tenfold by the com-luted soiircei the &30 oh?ervst.inid showed H. risibi1tit.y of f r o p one-half to one onehundrerltli nf t.he9 o'clork nbrcrvatious. He. olxsrved ;dsn that if the aky rcmnined c l n r and Ihr w i n d s light, this thickened Iaig 0fte.n remainerl thrnughout the entire day n-it.hout dissulring. which likewise speaks against the convection t.heory. The writw of this palm boa himself observed iu Bergen. at the en3 of Februarv 1928, a fog which persisted for two days, t.hickeuing each day after sunrise t.0 such n dkhsity t.hat street traffic was demoralized und srtificial lightiug require.il fnr office work. At night this fog thinned to such an extent that the mnnn was visihle thrnugh it, and in the early morning it appeared only as a rather dense rmoke haze. Clue had at miilday only to go 300 meters up any one of Bergen's seven mountains to find brilliant sunshine. clear sky, and a temperature inversion of 6O or io C.. I t is often stated that the thickening of fog after sunrise is simply due to the lighting of fires in many homes and lactories. increasing the numbers of hygroscopic nuclei rather than to thespecificaction o l thesun's rays. But it need only he ment.ioued here thatJhis thickening comes wit.h the appearance of the sun. not before. In wmtertlme thls IS IU Bergen, a good thrre hours after the fires are lit, IU London probably II good two hours.
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paratively brief action of sunshine, while air from a polluted source has the count increased a hundredfold, giving counts as high as 150,000 per cubic centimeter. Assuming that the oxides of sulphur are the most important active nuclei producers among the atmospheric pollutions,13 he made certain laboratory tests with the sulphurous anhydride (SOa), with the following results:
(1) SO2 and pure air contained in a glass tube and acted on by sunshme do not produce active nuclei of condensation.
(2) SOa and impure air in a glass tube produce some active nuclei spontaneously but the sun's rays have little effect.
(3) SOa and either pure or impure air contained in a silica tube (permits entrance of ultra-violet rays) exposed to the sun's action produce great numbers of active nuclei.
(4) SOa and pure or impure air immediately produce great numbers of active nuclei if a small amount of an ozidizing agent (hydrogen peroade or ozone) be introduced to the tube.
(5) An electric discharge has the same effect in producing active nuclei as the ultra-violet rays of the sun, whereas radium emanations and the radio activity of the atmosphere have almost no effect.
From these observations, in the light of the known fact' that both the ultra-violet rays of the sun and an electric discharge produce ozone and hydrogen peroxide, Aitken concludes that the action of the sun as a fog producer is simply due to its action in forming HzOa and 03. These powerful oxidizers probably transform the weakly hygroscopic sulphurous anhydride to the extremely hygroscopic sulphuric anhydride (SOa) . The same will hold for the nitrous and nitric anhydrides or the phosphorous and phosphoric anhydrides, in so far as they are present in the products of combustion. From the extreme numbers of nuclei produced by a very small quantity of SOs, and from the large sulphur content of coal, Aitken shows that in the big industrial regions enough of this pollution is poured into the lower atmosphere to affect very wide areas to a marked extent.
It is.quite possible that country fogs also depend on the same nuclei, for in sections remote from the pollution areas their count is of course greatly reduced. Hence, they are unable to effect turbidity of the density of fog before they have grown to such a size that dilution has greatly weakened the hygroscopic forces. Thus to form a visible fog, near saturation humidity is required, the particles then behaving as if formed on almost neutral nuclei. The settling of these large particles in tho dissolution of such a fog is in that case one of the principal forces acting to clear the air of such impurities.
I n answer to the frequently made charges against his methods, that the nuclei he counted in his tests showing such very high kern counts were nothing other than ordinary ions, Aitken prepared tests to determine the size l1 of the active nuclei produced by different processes, and the rale played by ions of one form or another. Nuclei sizes were determined simply by clearing the sample of air, with repeated espansion showers, of all nuclei that 1' By the "size" of a nucleus of condensation Aitken means npt the physical dimensions, but simply its readiness to act. Thus a very small particle of SO3 is "larger" than a neutral dust particle of much greater mass. Since ordinary ions require a 24
Per cent expansion of saturated air (R1=4?0 per cent) before they can sct as nuclei, it !s obvious on the face of it that they can not. be the kerns counted by Aitkeq's apparatus. in which the expansion is always kept under 20 per cent unless it IS desired to count ions. Futhermore, the large Langevin ions are never found in the atmosphere in numbers of the s m e order of magnitude as Aitken's and Wigsnd's kern counts in polluted air.
would act first a t 2 per cent expansion, then a t 4 per cent, etc., each greater expansion giving the count of a smaller nucleus. He made the following observations :
(1) The purest air obtainable a t low levels (Loch Awe, Scotland, NW. wind) seldom contained nuclei requiring more than 4 per cent , never more than 6 per cent expansion to act.
(2) Action of sunlight or electric discharge on SO, for any appreciable time gave only very numerous large part,icles, all acting a t 2 per cent.
(3) Ions produced by radium, thorium, or the burning of hydrogen in pure air, all processes giving great numbers of ions, in no case became active a t less than 25 per cent espansion.
(4) In impurities produced by the usual smoke pollution, as well as in the producks driven off by extreme heating of any solid matter, there were both large and small nuclei produced, requiring up to 20 per cent expansion. These small nuclei will disappear after a time, giving larger nuclei. Evidently they combine, perhaps under the influence of electric charges.
From these observations Aitken concludes that there is no evidence that ions spontaneously combine to give agglomerations active as nuclei of condensation, but rather to the contraiy. If they did so combine, pure air in nature should contain smaller nuclei representing intenne,diate stages of ion combination between the nuclei requiring 4 per cent expansion and the real ions requiring 25 per c.ent. It is possible, however, that the ions attach themselves to the small particles produced by heat and chemical action, helping to effect their agglomeration to larger particles. But that they can not act alone, however great their density, is shown by (3) above.
The work of Hilding Kohler l6 is along entirely different lines. His observational material, obtained chiefly on Haldde, is of four Binds, namely:
1. Numerous humidity and water content measurements in cloud fog.
2. Microphotography of fog-frost deposits, snow crystals, and ice clumps.
3. Microscopic and optical measurements of size of' fog or cloud elements.
4. Chemical analyses of the salt content of fog-frost deposits.
His observations were taken for the greater part at tenipera,tures under 0' C., the lower extreme being
He made the following principal observations, chiefly a t 900-meter elevation (Haldde), but to a lesser extent also a t 1,850 meters (PbrtetjBkko) :
1. R, rarely exceeded 100 per cent, never by more than one-half per cent; Re, on the other hand, was frequently greater than 100 per cent.
2. Fog-frost deposits, a t whate.ver temperature laid down, showed clearly under the microscope that they were fonned by the deposition a,nd freezing of supercooled droplets, not by sublimation in crystalline form. Furthermore, the microscope showed that precipitation in the solid form, apart from hail, had three forms-(a) fine snow crystals, the product of sublimation; ( b ) snow crystals more or less covered and melted by the deposition and congealing of supercooled droplets; and (c) ice clumps produced by the meeting and c.ongealing of two or more supercooled droplets. 3. On the average, 13 out of 20 fog droplets belonged in a series whose sizes increase 8.5 1;2;4;8;16;32, the most frequent size of droplet found, 0.07 millimeters, being of this series, which he called .the 7 series. He also found traces of an 8 series. From certain coronal c.harackeristics in such clouds, which he detected also in coronas produced in a. st. and ci. clouds, he c,oncluded that the same series exist among supercooled droplets in the highest cloud levels.
4. Numerous tests applied to the fog-frost deposits showed an almost constant chlorine amount, 3.59 milligrams per liter, just 1/10000 the concentration in sea water. Quantitative tests for magnesium showed the same ratio to chloiine amount as exists in sea water, and the presence of calcium was proved qualitatively. Kohler tried, by choosing the fogs whose deposits he t,ested according to the size of the prevailing droplets, to test t'he sea-salt content of eaeh droplet series, but he came t80 the conclusion that only the 7 series contributed act,ively to these deposits. He found that pure snow flakes had 110 chlorine content, those with frozen droplets att8ac.liecl showed chlorine amounts increasing with the number of droplets, while the ice clumps showed the same chlorine amounts as the fog-frost deposits.
From these observations and c.ertairi supporting evidence which can not be considered here, Kohler cmie to the following general conclusions concerning t,ho nature and distribution of nuclei and the rondensrl tion processes in clouds:
1 . The common nucleus of condensation is ordinary sea salt (moderately hygroscopic due to the presence of magnesium chloride). This must c.ertainly be the nucle,us for the droplets of the predoniinat,ing 7 group, possibly for others. The constant-concentration of sea. salt in all drops of this group is to be. explained on the assurnption that by some selective process salt particles or droplets of one particular size are driven from the sea. Due to their hygroscopic actmion, they are always present in the air as tiny droplets which with R, dose to 100 per cent grow to a definite size (and concentration), and thereafter grow only by the joining of droplet,s of the same size to give the geometrically related 7 group.
No supersaturation is required. Presumably in regions far removed from the sea, suc,h nuclei are less predoniinant. This theory seems to be supported by observations of Kinch (at Cirencest'er, England, 1885-86), in which he found winter rain water tested 3.58 milligrams of C1. per liter, approximately Kohler's value, while A. Defant a t Vienna, an inland location, found a C1. quantity only two-thirds of these values. Furthermore, Kohler showed by analysis of Defant's cloud partide measurements that while the 7 group was distinc.t,ly present it was not, nearly so predomimnt as on Haldde 2. The condensation process must take place for t'hr most part in clouds of supercooled droplets, whic.h are able to join, a t least up to a certain size, without conge.aling. Above this size they will congeal, as shown by microscopic study of ice clumps, the principal form of intense precipitation on Haldde.
3.
The sublimation process, to form true snowflakes, takes place only on frozen droplets, as nuclei, with Re> 100 per cent and Rw< 100 per cent. The freezing of the supercooled droplets which furnishes nucleii is probably effected by marked turbulence. A. Wigand has concluded t8hat the forniation of ice crystals (needles) by sublimation takes place in the higher clouds only on frozen droplets as nuclei when R,>100 per cent. Probably t8he same holds for surfa.ce fogs composed of ice needles sometmimes observed at very low temperatures. Hail and graupel, the products of true cu. nb. convection, are no doubt the results of an apprec.iable degree of supersat>uration.
From this brief summary of investigations of nuclei of condensat'ion, it becomes quite evident that everything point,s to the inip0rtanc.e of the hygroscopic forces in the condensation processes. I n view of the very incomplete state of our present knowledge of the subject, it is up to the chemist tmo make further investigations and to suggest possible means of combating the, fog nuisance at least
iocaiiy.
FOGS AND HAZE, THEIR 'CLASSIFICATION, CAUSES A N D FAVORING SYNOPTIC SITUATIONS
In passing from the consideratioil of the riuclear factors of fog formation to the meteorological factors, it i:; assumed that there are always sufficient nuclei present to effect condebsation when saturation vapor pressure is reached in the lower stratosphere. All observation seems to justify this assumption. It follows that the meteorological factors are decisive in the determination of fog distribution, and must therefore be made the basis of any fog c.lassification.
During the past 20 years there have been undert,aken four general surveys of the subject of fog. One of these by W. Koppen l7 (1916-17)) was a very illuininating clinia.tologica1 study of fog distribution for all parts of the world for which lie could obtain reliable data. But it was in no sense intended either as a classification or rln esplaiin t,ion of fog formations.
Snother fog investigation is that of G. I. Taylor,'* who treated rather fully smoke haze, sea fog formations, including int,erest,ing aerological materia.1 obtained on board the Scotia nea.r Newfoundland, and espec!ally radiation fog toge,ther with certain theoretical considerations of c.onduction of heat, molcular diffusion of vapor, and turbulence effects.
A third fog investigation, by W. Georgii l9 (1920)) contains much excellent aerological data from the German network of stations during the latter part of the war, concerning inversion surfaces, haze, and radiation fogs. But other types of fog are rather neglected, especially tlie maritime types. They are all included in two rather weakly treated classes, i. e., Mischungsnebel, and a very dubious Wogennebel,2O a class which later (1927) Georgii very wisely neglects. to mention a t all, apparently including it under Mlschungsnebel. The last investigation is one begun by Calwagen a t ;Bergen,
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MONTHLY WEATHER REVIEW which was most unfortunately never completed, due to his untimely death. However, there exists in rnanuscript form the brief working outline and c l a s d h t i o n which he had developed, however incomplete be may have regarded it. Calwagen's Classification is the only general one which is based throughout on the concepts of the Bergen school. It is, however, in the form in which he left it, rather incomplete in that it considers only maritime types and littoral (Scandinavian west coast) types. He does not consider the continental types. Furthermore, Calwagen makes the geographical classification the primary, the analytical subsidiary. Since, however, the discussion here is intended to be quite general, and geographical influences are innunierable, the primary classification will be analytical, thr geographical and seasonal modifying influences being treated as subordinate.
All fogs may be grouped in two classes, quite distinct both as to processes of formntion and characteristics when formed, namely, (1) Air mass fogs, and (2) Frontal fogs. Frontal fogs occiw either within or imniediately before or immediately following the zone of transition (front) between two air masses of mnrkedly different characteristics. They are dependent upon the meteorological processes taking place along the front for their esistence. I t follows that fogs of this type occur in rather narrow zones and are of a transitory nature, moving with the fronts. Even in the case of a quasi-stationary front such fogs are not long persistent in one locditp, for such a front is always subject to passing displacements which cause quite variable weather along its course. I t follows that all the more extensive and persistent fogs belong to the first class, which shall be considered first.
Air mass fogs are fogs which occur within and often throughout a given homogeneous nir mass as a result of the meteorological processes affecting the air mass through out its horizontal extent. The term air ~n~.s.c is used in the sense of the Bwgen School 21 to refer to any extensive body of air which is horizontnlly honioFeneous, the result of the extended currents of flow-prevnihnq in the different branches of the usual circulation, which permit of n similar life history throughout the air mass. No detailed discussion of air masses can be undertaken here. Three general types must be recognized in a discussion of fog formation :
(1) Tropical Air (T. A.)=nir masses of tropical or subtropical origin.
(2) Polar Air (P. A.) 
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A consideration of the properties of these respective air masses only in so far as they affect fog formation will be touched upon briefly in the discussion of each fog t,ype.
I. Advection types.
OUTLINE O F AIR MASS FOG AND HAZE
A. Types when cooled over land = hlaritinie fog.
I. ADVECTION FOGS
The advection types, since they all require a considerable transport of nir, are characterized by a cert)ain amount of wind, in contrast to the radiation types, which in general are densest with ttlniost complete calm. In the first) class of advection fogs the funclanientttl process leadinq to condensation is tlie rniqing of relative humidity by coding, tlie specific humidity being constant. In the much leSy important second clr,ss the fundamental process is the raising of the relative humidicy by the addition of moisture and hence inti-eased specific huinidity, the temperature heing eomewhat increaqed.
Each kind of fog or haze will now be considered in sonw detdl.
fog.--I<oppen came to tlie conclusion from his analysis of the geographical and seasonal distribution of fog, that fog is fundamentally a coastal phenomenon, most frequent over the iiiainiand in fall and winter, over the sea in spring and summer, hence most hequent over those regions which are coldest relative to their surroundings. Since it is exactly this same seasonal temperature contrast between land and water surfaces which is responsible for the inonsoon circulation causing such a fog distribution, the term "nionsoon fog" has been applied to those fogs formed by the trmsport of warm continental air in suiiimer over a cold-mater surface. The fog formed by the reverse process in winter is not included in the same class, because there the radiation processes seem to be equally important in effecting the air iiinss cooling. Hence such fog is treated as a special type, type 111 in die above outline.
The importnnt factors in the formation of the monsoon fog are: (1) hfarked teniperature contrast over land and seti, (3) moderately high specific humidity content in the warm air mass transported from Iand, and (3) sufficient)ly weak-cyclonic activity so that the monsoon circulation is not interfered with. The air mass which is transported from the land to the sea, in which t8he fog formation ocmis, may be either real T . A, or as more usually is the case, simply C. Trans. A., which in the snnmier t,iine may be quite as warm as T. A. All air masses remaining long over a cont,inent in summer become so heated and modified as to rapidly lose their former distinguishing characteristics.2a
These three conditions are most favorably present in the case of the California coast fog. The imp0rtanc.e of the monsoon element in this case is evidenced by the fact t,liat it is the daily sea breeze which brings the fog on shore regularly eac,h day. On the other hand pilot balloon ohservations have failed to show the presence aloft' of a return cmrent of warm air from the land to the sea. If this return branch of the typical monsoon circulnt,ion is really missing, then the California fog is iather a sea fog formed over t'he cold water which wells up ofl the coast. I n this case t'he warm air mass whose coolirig .produces the fog is simply brought with the general air drift from t,he warmer waters farther west. However, it must he remembered that simply bec,ause t,he general air drift is from the west the westward hrmch of the monsoon circulation aloft will be much less prominent t'hnn t,he east,wnrd flow a t the surface and probably often quite obscured.
The inonsoon type present,s a inucll more interest,ing and important problem in plac,es where bhe irregularities contingent upon c,yc.lonic ac.tivit,y are. present. Two suc,li localities will be considered briefly, and one particular inst,ance of suc.h a fog discussed in some detail.
On t,he New England coast., especially from C:qie Cod northward, there exists in the late spring nncl cnrly siiminer t,he marked tempernture coiit,rnst> which iq so favorable to the forination of monsoon fog. The eii'ec,t of the low-water temperatures here is seen in the high summer fog frequencies 23 of t8he outslying stabioiis. However, this region is one of so much cyclonic activity that the regularity of the California c.oast phenomenon is entirely lacking. The winds have prevailingly a westerly component, so that the fog is not brought so much on shore. It is only occ.asionally in a more or less stable an ticyclonic situation that the daily monsoon influence bec.omes clearly evident. e On the northern European coast), especially off the Scandinavian peninsula, conditions are best suited for the development of widespread monsoon fog of irregular occmrence. In marked contrast to the Nort,h At,lant,ic coast of North America, it is a region of degenerating cyclones, and of frequent general stagnation of the at,niospheric circulation. The result is that in summer time, under the influence of a stagnant moribund cyclone or series of such cyclones passing slowly along a quasistationary weakly frontal zone, there may be est,ablished general persistent air drifts which will bring warm continental air westward over the Norwegian and North Seas for many days in succession. Under such conditions monsoon fog of the most aggravated type will develop. A change in the direction of air drift will result in an innundation of coastal regions on the continent by the fog. A brief discussion of a spec.ific instance of suc.h a fog, which the writer of this paper has studied in deta.il, should a t this point prove both interesting and instructive as to the sort of synoptic situation favoring its development. From June 27 to July 10, 1927, the occluded and slowly filling disturbances approaching Europe from the Atlantic moved very slowly inland across England, south of Scandinavia and the Baltic, to southern Russia, along a weak and difluse quasistationary front. Along this front there was a continuous trough of low pressure. North of this trough there prevailed light easterly winds, clear skies, and hence strong insolational heating over the continent. Thus is established a current of very warm continental air from the interior of Russia over the northern and central Scandinavian peninsula on to the Norwegian Sea. This current became particularly marked from June 28-30, July 2-4, and July 8-10.
During these periods humidity determinations at the coastal stations showed rather high values of relative humidity, which indicated that the moisture content of the outflowing warm air masses was extremely high, at least in the lower levels. The influence of the warm outflow was felt very strongly a t Jan Mayen, and less markedly even to t'ke coast of Greenland. On June 30 the temperature on Jan Mayen reached 12O C., which is 9' C. above normal, and 1O0 C. above the probable surface sea temperature, an esceedinqly 1x1 T difference for These extensive ii'nrm :iir n 1~3 3 w of high absolute hiimic~ity become stagnant and rapidly cooled over the cold sea surface. Probably in the northern portion thcb cooling process is aided by miying with cold P. A. from the nnticyelonic region to the nnrih. On July 1 fo is reported from Jan Mayen and Iceland stations, a n f i n the following claps dense fog is reported from Greenland to Norway and from Spitzbergen to the English Channel. Vessel reports show the fog to he dense not only on the roasts, but over the entire intervening sen, rendering impossible the maintcnance of numerous st eaniship schedules. This grent mass of chilled and foggy air simply estencls in one direction or withdraws in another according to the prevailing winds, which are always light. For more than a week there was no marked change in the situation, the supply of warm air m e r the sea being maintained continuously. After July 10, however, a marked chsnge took place in the prevailing situation. The last clisturbnnrc to pass nlong the wenk front mentioned above developed nou ugh energy to render it unstable. The outflow behind this disturbance brought the foggy air southward, the persistent trough of low pressure disappeared, and immediately the outward flow of continentdlly warmed air cemed. The normal summer flow of air from the sea to the warmer land surface was reestablished, which on July 12 and 13 brought the foggy air masses onto the coast of Europe from western France to northern Norway. The entire coast region as far as 100 to 200 miles inland was densely fogbound. Especially over Germany the southward movement of the foggy air mass behind the concluding disturbance brought a dense fog invasion which extended in a broad tongue quite to the Alps. But so extensive had been the fog Eormation during the preceding weelis that in spite of such widespread transport of the foggy air masses to land, the situation over the sea was not improved. The Norwegian Sea, North Sea, and much of the coast of Europe remained foggy until July 15-16, when the southeastward advance of a fresh unstable M. P. A. mass under the influence of a vigorous disturbance developing between Iceland and Jan Mayen finally displaced the stagnant foggy air mass.
Two characteristics of monsoon fog as observed over the Norwegian Sea and Scandinavian coast deserve a truly ninritinir st n t' 1011.
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special mention here. (1) Over the open sea this fog is never of uniform density, but lies usually in dense banks with relatively broad and clear spaces between. These fog banks extend a t right angles to the direction of the motion of the wind, which is always slight. There seems to be no very satisfactory explanation offered for this phenomenon. Probably the cooling of the a.ir takes place over the cold water in the surface layers, and spreads slowly upwards with fog formation by turbulence effects, according to the theory of G. I. Taylor.24 The wind is usually light and unsteady, coming in irregular puffs. Quite possibly the increased turbulence contingent upon such a wind puff so accelerates the mkmg process that potential fog, so to speak, is released throughout the accelerated body of air, giving a fog bank. However, no attempt has been made to correlate the horizontal extent of such a wind puff with that of a fog bank. They may not be even of the same order of magnitude. The fact that the cooling of such an air mass actually takes place from the bottom, spreading upwards by dynamic turbulence, rather than throughout the mass by radiation, is shown by the extremely stable stratification which dcvelops. The theoretical aspects of this question are considered further under radiation fogs. (2) When this type of fog is brought over a mountainous coast, as a t Bergen, under the influence of a light afternoon sea breeze, it pours over the outlying lower mountains in advancing cataracts, but rapidly evaporates as it c;onies inland, so that as long as the sun is above the honzon, &he visible fog does not reach as far inland as Bergen. But towards sunset the moisture which has been coming in invisibly, begins to condense and appear as fracto cumulus a t from 400 to 600 meters' elevation on the sides of the higher mountaihs inland from Bergen. After sunset there rapidly develops a dense stratus whkh later in the night often becomes thick fog down to the surfa.ce of the fjords. Usually this fog dissipates soon after sunrise the following day, unless it is a case of a real invasion by foggy air masses as a result of general prevailing winds, when it may last for days as in the case discussed above.
2. Sea fog.-Just as monsoon fog is caused by the cooling over a cold water surface of warm air from land, so can fog be formed by the transport of air from a warm water surface to a cold water surface, wit'h subsequent cooling. This is perhaps the commonest cause of fog formation over the open sea fa.r from land, so the name sea fog has been given it. This form of fog is favored by the same conditions as monsoon fog. The necessary temperature contrasts in surface sea temperature are found especially where warm and cold surface ocean currents come into close contact. Sufficiently high humidities are always found in the lower layers of air masses which have been resting long over the sea. Finally the prevalence of light to moderate winds sufficient to effect the transport of air is necessary, but light enough so that the air can become thoroughly cooled over the cold surface. The air masses most frequently fulfilling these conditions are M. Trans The best known producer of sea fog is the Labrador ( ' u~r e n t~.~~ The steep horizontal temperature gradient on the sea surface between this current and the waxm waters of the Atlantic a little farther south (the Gulf Stream) is extremely favorable to fog formation. The regions of greatest frequency are over the cold sea north of Iceland toward Spitzbergen and westward to Greenland, and from the Newfoundland banks west-south\~cst~waril. I n these regions any wind with a southerly c-omponent crosses closely crowded sea surface isotherms, hence raDid air mass cooling. follows, while in summer also a. wist wind brings war& air from the c.ontinent to form monsoon fog o+er the Newfoundland banks region. Unlike monsoon fog, sea fog is quite frequent in wint,er, for the temperature contrast between sea current8s persists throughout the year. But sea fogs also have their greatest frequency in late spring and early summer, for the temperature c.ontrast is greatest then. Southern w-aters are more rapidly warmed than northern, especially due to the large amount of floating and melting ice in the currents of northern origin. The Labrador Current is famou? for the icebergs it brings down in late spring and ea.rly summer. Furthermore, air temperatures are higher in summer, the spec.ific humidity greater, a.nd c.onsequently cooling through the same temperatmure int,erval produces more condensation than in winter.
The extreme case of summer cooling by ice occurs omr the Arctic seas. Over the drift ice on the North Siberian Shelf, according t'o the observations of Professor Sverdrup,26 the isothermal cooling by the ice in summer frequently extends to 200 me.ters or more. Fog is very frequent in this cold air stratum, reac,hng its maximum in August, when i t is prevalent 37 per cent of the time, being most marked in the early morning. During the cold season, Oct,ober t o April, fog is prevalent but 2 t80 3 per cent of tmhe time. The big increase is from May to June, the big decrease from Septembe,r t o October. During the cold season, in calm weather, very great cooling of the lowest air layers over the solidly frozen and snow-covered se.a surface takes p1ac.e by radiation in the continuous absence of the sun. But the absolute humidity of t,lie, estreme.ly cold air is so low that the amount of condensat)ion at,tendant upon supersaturation is not suffic.ie.nt> usually to give fog, but merely a very tenuous turbidity which has been designated in the Ma.u.d observations as haze and whic.h is c.haracteristic of €he coldest weather.
Sea fog, like monsoon fog, is often characterized by successive dense banks wihh clearer intervals between, when the winds are light. Presunlably the reason is the same, for the physical processes in the formation of these two fogs should he identical.
3. Tropical air jog.-Tropical air fog is the pe.rfectly general term applied to the fog formed in the lower levels of a warm air mass moving from lower to much higher -~ *J The Newfoundland banks fog has been especially studied by 0. I. Taylor on board the Scotia. He has obtained some aerological data in the region, and has shown how, in one instance. the Dast history of the fogw air mass in its movements from warm to cold surface back sndforth is reflected in the Fertical temperature gradient and humidity distribution in the mass. Any air mass which is displaced fa.r to the north over an increasingly cold surface gradually acquire.s certain characteristic^.^^ It becomes markedly wa.rmer at all levels than its surroundings. Since the cooling ta,kes place especially in the lowest layer, working upwards by turbulence, the tendency is to incJeasing thermal stratification, with the formation even of small inversions. Such an air mass usually leaves its source, t,he Azores HIGH, thermally quite stable, and rather dry. Gradually the cooling by contact, wit'h the cold surfa.ce t d o w a.nd by radiation above increases the rela,t,ire 111:iiiidit,y in t,he lower levels to near saturat,ion values, so tlmt8 eventually condensation takes place.
The quickness with which saturatiori is rea.clied is doubtless awelerated by evnporat,ion from the sea si1rfac.e in the earlier history of t,lie air mass. An iiilaiid station probably rarely gets real T. ,4. fog unless the air mass has previously traveled over water, or has been subject,ed t o the unusually strong cooling of a suow-covere,d land surface or a t least a land surfa.ce which has recently been covered' by an anticyclonic air mass very niwh cooletl in its lowest layeis. h1isin.g with the c,old rem1i:mt.s of such an air mass, usually sat,urat,ed, is douht'less often n contxibuting factor.
The condensation products a.re of necessity st,ra tifoi.~ 11, ground fo or low stratus xvhich nmg event~tiall>-giw >I are the wave formations, st. c,u. or a. cu. Thus a st,ron_s southerly surface air current c.onling into norbherly Intitudes is characterized by fog, low stratus, and drizzle, which may be of very wide est,ent, de.pending on t,he current in which it is found.
Certain characteristics of this type of fog de.serve special mention. I n the first place., it does not usudly attain the extreme densitmy of the radiation fogs, heiiig rather in the nature of a dense fine drizzle. However, over cold water (see sea fog, above.), a snow or ice c,overed land surface, or when the strat,&ecl air flow is forced upward orographically, there may be dense fog produced. I n general a T. A. cmrrent in winher t i n e at more than 45' latitude must be characterized by a strong flow, otheiwise it would not have reac,lied there. Surface winds in such a current are usually fresh to strong, hence thermore, there is doubtless much mixing with the cold and usually saturated (by warm front rain) remnants of the retreating cold air mtms which have been loft in valleys or lwhind mountain raiiges, etc. Hence, the most niarked T. A. fug occ:ii% in a broad well defined zone advancing with the warm ciirrent itself. Rarely over a cwnLineiit, even in winter, is fog or drizzle reported from n StFttioJl which has been in the warm current for more than 24 hours, t>hough over the sea this may happen.
The sensoid influences on this phenomenon are very marked, due to their effect on T. A. characteristics. The insolatioiial heating of a continental surface in summer is such that even sn air mass of subtropical origin may be further heated over the Continent of Europe to such an extent that it becomes conditionally unstable and may even give rise to thundershowers. Naturally the fog and stratus products of the wintertime thermal stratification are quite out of the question under such conditions. Over the sea, however, it is possible in summer as well to get the typical tropics1 air fog and drizzle, but it is much less pronounced than in winter, because the poleward temperature gradient is so weakened. This means (1) that the flow of air currents is weakened (smaller displacements occur), ttncl (2) that the same displacement produces less cooling. The really significant sumnier types nre the monsoon fog and sea fog discussed above, for which the continental heating acts most f nvor ably. 4. Tropical air lraee.-Air masses of su1)tropical origin are characterized by cornparstively poor visihility even before condensa tion products begin to form. Over western Europe this characteristic turbidity is such that even under the most favorable conditions (on Scandinavian mountain stations) the visibility can not exceed about 30 kilonieters, whereas air masses of polar origin under the same conditions, if the visibility is unohscured by conclensation products, give visibilities of from 150 to 300 1,iloiiietPrs This turbidity is so characteristic of T. A. niasses thtit Bergeron considers it as the most conservati\-c di\tinguisliing property of air which is really of subtropical origin, nnd calls it opalescence. Its opalescent charnc-ter i+ s1iow-n 1)y the fact that, outstanding objects iniountain ranees, etc.) whcn seen through it, by scattered light rippcnr blue, and at only moderate distances become indistinct in a bluish haze, while the sun as seen through it 1)y direct light is distinctly red. This opalescent turbidity is the effect, of the selective scattering of the shortw-nv~ elements of the sun's light by iiumerous extremely sindl dust particles. That these particles are uniformly difi'used throughout the air mass in spite of its marked stratifictition proves that the diflusion occurred very early in the history of the mass, presumably at its source. Supposedly it became thoroughly infected with the dry dust blown up in dust storms which are so frequent over the extensive desert regions of northern Africa, and which affect the dust content even of the Azores HIGH. I n the slow journey northward all the larger dust particles gradually settle out, leaving only the rery smallest, which produce opalescence. BS soon as the condensation processes begin, a washing. out of these small particles is initiated. Hence tropical air haze is most pronounced in summer, especially over the continents, where the T. A. masses reniain dry, and the continued infusion of dust, at least in the lower levels, mag occur.
The extreme case of tliis type of poor visibility occurs btitli the dry laden sirocco from the drberts in Asia Minor, and the true desert sand storms, which as suggested, we probably the obscuring phenomena whose Over continental Europe the effect of the continued infusion of dust and smoke in summer time added to the effect of true opalescence, may reduce the visibility in d r y weather to a very few kms. Shimmering and other optical effects of strong local heating contribute further to the uncertainty of the visibility.
The poor visibilities that accompany T. A. a t all levels are indicated by the visibility observations of W.
Peppler.28 He finds that from the high stations Hochenschwand and Grosser Belchen the frequency of good visibilities toward the Alps in the south falls to alrnost zero with winds between SE. and SSW. This is in spite of the fact that, such winds are Fohn win clear skies and low humidity, both contl to good visibility. The probable explanation is to be found in tJhe fact that such winds usually bring T. ,4. from the south, with its obscuring opalescent haze or dust.
The properties of T. A. masses over the United States depart considerably in some respects froin the ciinruc teristic European type just considered. The occurrence of parallel phenomena is scarcely to be expected. The principal modifying influences are two: (1) The source of such air instead of being an extensive dry continentnl region or a great maritime anticyclone oi dry desceiidi!ig air is rather the moist and often thermally unstable eii. of the Gulf of Mexico. To a certain extent, however, especially in summer, such air may be drawn froin the hot and dry southwestern part of tlie United States ::nd northern Mexico. But, in general, instead of incrc:i.;ing lahd areas to the south they are decreasing. (2) T l~e United States is situated so much further south t h m tlw regions considered above that, the T. A. current.: lmvc had much less latitudinnl displnceinent and cooling, and are much more frequent. It is quite possible that the characteristic fog and drizzle is riot yet developed. It seems to be a fact that comp:iratively fine weather is often experienced in the eastern United States ajtet. the passage of the warm front, t8he only fog beino; of the prefrontal type to be considered later. At all events, no certain conclusions can be drawn as to the occurrence of tjhe characteristic T. A. phenomena iii the United States without more precise observations in conjunction with an accurate air mass analysis.
B. TYPES DUE TO THE TRANSPORT O F COLD AIR OVER A W A R M WATER SURFACE
Fogs of this type are of no practical importance, for by their very nature they are unable to become dense or to persist. They are interesting theoretically because they form in a situation which must of necessity be unstable and evanescent, and because undue importance has frequently been attached to this process in theories of fog formation.
1. Arctic Sea smoke ( CalwcLgen's Sjor.02 ) .-In the Arctic regions the rising of clouds of vapor, or steaming, over the open sea has often been observed in the presence of very cold air. The phenomenon is seen best when the sudden opening of a rift in a solidly frozen sea surface exposes water to an atmosphere which has been cooled to an extremely low temperature by radiation over the continuous snow surface. Then the steam may rise * Die Meteorologiechen Bq-tingungen der Fernsicht, besonders der Alpensicht, im SiidIichen Schaarrwala, Das '7efter, 42 Jallrgang, 1925, p. 122.
in such clouds as to resemble the smoke clouds of a conflagration. This phenomenon is simply due to the fact that the vapor pressure over the relatively warm sea water is so much greater than the saturation pressure in the estreinely cold surface air that evaporation takes place at a rate which inimediately produces supersaturat,ion, and condensation as steam, or sea smoke fog, exactly as occurs over hot water in an ordinary atmosphere. The fact that this process renders the cold air mass unstable wherever i t occurs is sho~vn by the rapidity with which such vapor rises and dissipates. Therefore sea smoke van develop into a dense and persistent fog only under exceptional circumstances. The following conditions are necessary :
(1) There must be a very stable stratification, presumably a marked surface inversion in the cold air mass to begin with, otherwise the heating from the warm water surface must quickly render it so unstable that the fog will rise as smoke and dissipate. Such an inversion can not form over warm water. The air must be recently brought from a very cold land surface without the destruction of the inversion. This is best effected by a gravitational flow and spreading out of radiation cooled air over a warin water surface, underneath the warm air already prevailing over the water surface.
(2) The air temperature must be so low that a comparatively srnall amount ol moisture will produce supqrsaturation, otherwise the heating which takes place during the lengthy saturation process will destroy the thermal stratification. In this connection it is worth noting that the weight of water per unit yolume of saturated air at 10' C. is four time.; that a t -10' C., and more than twenty times that at -:30° C!.
Tllere are certaia in~tances where these conditions are suficiently satisfied SO that dense fog is produced over warm water. But at best such fog can be only a transition pherloinenon, persisting cluriiig the rapid transformation of the air mass properties, except as there is a continuous f r e h wpply of the cold air. In the Arcticregions, in the absence of strong winds, the normal condition both siininicr and ~i z i t e r is n very stable stratification of the lowest nii. layers, in sunimer by surface cooling, in winter by radiation, orer the snow-covered surface. The opening of rifts in tlic ice over the Arctic seas may prodcce real fog 1ocal:y. According to Professor Sverdnip there nppenrs to 1 t' .L c ' ci:l::tion between the rather rare occurrence of real ILL: over 'le Arctic ice in very cold weather and the appearmcr of (,pen spaces over the sea, but the complete darkncs:; at t h t time of year makes reliable observation iriipos4ble. Certainly the marked occurrence of fog in cold weather at tlv edge of the solid ice cover and the open sea in the spring is often due to the spread of very cold air from the ice. The occurrence in winter of dense fog over t r~w i water in the Baltic Sea with a temperature of -10' C. or colder, is doubtless due to the spread of wrface cooled air from the land. The same thing is observed over the Bay of Fundy, but over tlie open sea farther from shore it disappears. Another instance occurs in the northern Norwegian fjords in winter when the very cold air Eroni the surrounding mountains, cooled by radiation, drains into the valleys. In all these cases there are cold air sources near the warm water surface which give rise to and maintain a marked surface inversion over the warm water surface. Over the open sea, far removed from cold land or ice, such a fog is impossible, for the development and maintenance of the inversion is impossible. Yet the possibility of the formation of ordinarv sea fogs, such as those in the late spring
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MONTHLY WEATHER REVIEW 445 quently attributed to the presence of colder air over warm water.ag Everything speaks against such a possibility. Sea fogs always occur over relatively cold water, and are most marked during the season when land surfaces are warm, and when the edge of the continuous Arctic ice is far to the north. At such times there is no possibility of the formation of a surface inversion in cold air over rela.-tively warmer sea. And that fog formation can not take place in cold air over warm water without silch an inversion is c o n h e d by the following theoretical and observational fa.&:
(1) The lower levels of the air mass are heated both by direct contact with the warm water surface and by the condensation of the vapor in the air mass. The cooling incident upon the evaporation of the moisture from the water takes place a t the expense of the heat content of the warm water surface. Hence there occurs a transfer of heat from water surface to air layer by evaporat,ion and condensation.
(2) The convective turbulance which is consequent on this heating of the lower air layers, in t,he absence of a surface inversion, rapidly conveys both heat and moisture upward, the effect being t,o est,ablish an aclinbntic or even superadiabatic gradient for saturated air. That this represents what actually occ.iira is shown by the characteristic properties of a P. A. mass advanc.ing over a warmer sea surface. Such an air mass is a h a y s characterized by a steep vertical temperatmure gradient and cu. ni, convection, intense rain, hail, or snow sh.oweTs, and extremely clear air below t,he cloud level, escept as i t is intermittently obsc.ured by precipit,ation. Clearly the .moisture from the warm sea is carrie,d aloft and condensed there, not as a surfme fog.
(3) There is not, so far as ascertainable, a single instance of an upper air observation of a se.a fog wit,hout> very stable stratification in t,he lower air. To justify t,he possiblity of a ge.nera1 fog formatdon in cold air over a warmer water surface without the existence of n surface inversion, it must be shown not only that the foggy air is colder than the watter siirfac,e, but also that, there is n rathe,r steep temperature gradient prevailing a t least) to the top of the fog, for there must of nec,essity in the course of the fog formation have been some further heat,ing of the air which is assumed originally to have been without inversion. It is quite possible to have ordinary sea fog 'over a sea surface which is slightly wa.rmer than the foggy air, with a stable air mass stratific.ation, for then it has either been formed over a colder water surface and brought by advection over the warmer water and not yet dissipated, or it has been prodwed by the cooling of the air mass by adiabatic e-xpansion. This latter case occurs especially with marked cyclonic activity, and is considered later under prefrontal fogs.
2. Autumn steam mists.-Exact,ly the same c.ondit,ions which give rise to Arctic, sea smoke are t,he cause of the steaming visible over lakes and rivers in the early niorning in clear autumn weather. I n this case the air has been cooled over the land surfaces which cool by radiation so quickly, and has drained into the valleys, drifting over the much warmer water bodies. Esactly the .same reasoning that holds against the formation of extensive or persistent low fog over a warm sea surface without the existence of a marked surface inversion holds against fog formation by this steaming process over exfensive bodies of warm water on shore, and for the case when relatively cold air is brought over 8 warm, The ground layer of air cooled by contact wit,h the cold land eurface may collect in a narrow valley or small lake basin with a degree of c,oldness and to such n depth that the formation of real steam fog becomes possible wit'hout datroying the inversion. The fact that tjhe cold air is nearly saturated t,o begin with helps the process b: y decreasing the amount of steaming or evaporation which is necessary to produc,e fog. Actually such n fog is a radiation fo , for it is the contact of the .air possible, t,he warm water body simply supplying moisture. I n obher words, the fog is simply a radiation grouncl fog with this difference from the usual ground fog, t,hat the moistmure is sup lied after the cooling by radiaof land elevation m e removed, or the water surface is so estensive that the cold air can not collect to an appreciable depth, the phenomenon becomes inipossible, the warm water steam rapidly diesipating. Therefore there can not re.sult a general fog format,ion in cold air over a warm damp Za.n.d surface, any more than there can result a general sea fog over warmer water, because the formation of a surface invepsion is equally impossible.
The actual fog dissipating effect of n warm water surface is shown by the often observed thinning of early morning radiation fogs over lakes and rivers, when there is no mnrked valley gravitational effect to counheract it. This principle is so well known to German commercial aviation pilots that it is a regular prac.tice in the case of low radint,ion fog to shift the route so as to follow the course of a river. They fre,quently find it possible to come t,hrough in this manner when it is quite impossible over land. They remark t,hnt from above the fog the river course is alwa,ys visible by the t8hinning of the fog over it,, t,lie result of convectional currents due to surface heating. At the mine t,inis visible steaming is taking pla.ce froin t'he water surface.
The, similar effect of a large inland lake has been statistically st,udiecl by Dr. E. I<lein~c.hniidt,~~ a t the Bodensee, in Germany. He finds that. in autumn and winter, when the water surfa.ce is warmer than its surroundings, there is a marked increase of stratus and strato-cumulus formation above the lalie, even to a distance of 20 kdometers inlnnd. This is the result of the supply of heat and moisture to the air above tlic water; convection follows, and the condensation oc,curs in the higher levels. In autumn there is a very ma.rked decrease in fog frequency in the vicinity of the lake. I n winter there is some increase, .which Kleinschmidt attributes to the supplying of moisture to the air, which is condensed over the surrounding cold land a t a time when inland air is very poor in moisture content. I n 0the.r words, the air is sufliciently cooled over the cold land so that the slight further evaporation necessary to saturate it can take place without suf6cient warmmg to destroy the thermal stability. Earlier in the cold season the lake is still so warm that the thermal stability of the lard-cooled air is rapidly destroyed. I n spring and summer, when the water surface is colder than the land surface, so that cooling occurs over it, there is a niarke,d decrease in low cloud in the lake region, but fog frequencies are from with t,he radiat,ion coo 7 ed .land surface which makes it tion occurs inst,end of be P ore. two to seven times what they are further inland. These resul ts show conclusively that cooling and conseque,nt thernial stratification over cold wate,r produce fog and decrease c.loud, while evaporation and heating over warin water product: c.onvection and condensation aloft but, can not of themselves produce surface fog. That requires a marked surface inversion, maintained by a steady cold air source, the product of racliatioii cooling.
RADIATION FOGS AND HAZE (CHARACTERIZED
Ill-A M d R k E D INVERSION)
A. GROUND FOG (SURFACE INVERSION), GEORQII'B SENKUNGSNEBEL.
Ground fog is the low fog foimed on clear alniost caltii nights, especially in the autumn. It is densest near the ground and diminishes in density with increasing elevrttion, never e.stending to.very great elevations. It is characterized by an inversion whose base is a t the ground and upper edge a t the top of the fog, or if not a marked inversion, a t least isotliennalcy. It is evident,ly the product of the radiational cooling of a single night,, usually dissipating in the oourse of t8he morning of the following day, and with its dissipa.tion there disappe,ars all trace of the ground inversion. It is, however, due to the rendiness with which it is fonned and its very general distribution, a conside,rable nuisance. It niay foim over any low or flat inland surface, on ~n a n y clear, quiet nights, with sufficient density to render early niorning a.rint8ioii activity impossible.
It is in the vicinity of large cities that this type of fog appears in its worst foim. The r6le played k~y liygroscopic nuclei in forniing t,he very dense city fog of nuiiierom siiiall particles with less than satilration huinidity has been discussed in tBhe first part of this pa.per. The result is that eve,n a ground fog can assume proportions in a c.ity suc,h as London t)hnt are impossible. else,where. It may even persist from clay to day, growing tlcnser and thicker eve.17 night, unt.il it is cleared 8wa.y by wind. Even the densest London fogs 8 . r~ often of this loc..a.l ground type, as shown by observn.tions from surrounding stations, and not of the more extensive high inversion type, which are so charaoteristic of the cont,ine:nt, in late fall and wint,er.
The physical processes effecting the cooling of the lower air layers and the resulting condensation foniis are doubtless rather conip1ica.te.d. W. Georgii explains Gliis type of fog very simply, by assuming that c.ondensation takes place on the larger dust particles which begin to se,ttle in the afternoon, as soon as t,he convective act,ivity instigated by the sun's ackion during the day hns ceased. The lower air levels cool by rridint,ion fi*oni t8he eart,li's surface and become damp, the dust particles sett.le clown into this layer, and condensation begins on tlieiii, t,he resulting fog being thickest near the ground, where fhe cooling is greatest and the most, dust part,icles a.re assembled. It is from the sinking of the dust, nucle,i that he gets his name "Senkungsnebel. " As concluding evidence of his theory he remarks that when visible layers of sinoh and dust haze were evident, in the late afternoon of n c,le.ar day, fog formation alniost always followed during t'lie night. Against this theory it may be remarked t81iat all the evidence points to the fact, that it is not the large dust particles that act as nuclei. The correlation between fog occurrence and afternoon dust or sriioke haze niaj-be attributed to the fact that where t>he.re is risible slnolie there are also probably hygroscopic: nuclei, hut with more reason. to the met)eorologic.al consideration that dust and sxnoke,haze are the result of prevailing light winds and R stable stratification, which are essential conditions for the formation of ground fop. I n other words, the fog and haze are both the result of certain meteorological conditions, and neither one to any extent the cause of the other. Refore atteniptinq an explanation of the forinntion of groiincl fog, certain theoretical and observational fticts ahout the factors involved will be considered.
G. I. Taylor in a theoretical c~n s i d e r a t i o n~~ of the r61e played by direct condiiction of heat from air mass to ground surface, and the niolecular diflusion of water vapor, in an air layer perfectly a t rest over a ground surface cooling by radiation, canie to the following conclusions:
(1) The greatest possible vertical extent of the effect of conductive cooling in the coiirse of one night is about 4 feet.
( 2 ) The inolecular diffusion of water vapor downward can take place a t about the same rate as cooling by conduction upward. I n other words, in the course of one night dew can he deposited in calm air from a layer extending only to 4 feet above the ground.
( 3 ) Since in the foriiiation of ground fog cooling spreads upward froin the cold surface to much greater heights than 4 feet, the effective cooling factor must be dynamic turIjulence, not cuncliictive cooling Taylor's calculations take no account of the cooling of the air by clirect radiation into space.
A. Defnnt has considered especially the working of this factor in the lower air strata both ohservationally and theoreticallj-.33 His principal results may be suniniarized ns follon s :
(1) Prom the analysis of humidity and thermograph records over a lo-year period at Krenisinunster and TiBis on c1e:ir calm nights, he found that the air cooling during the night wries directly as T,-T,, where T, and T, are air and ground surface temperatures. But T,-T, varies inversely as the moisture content of the air. Hence the air is cooled primarily from the ground, and this cooling is hindered by a large nioistm-e content simply because the ground cooling is hindered, by the well-known blanket or greenhouse effect of atmospheric moisture. But Defant found by a similar analysis on Sonnblick (3,105 meters), wllere the nightly cooling is much less than at low levels, that this cooling is directly proportional to the niositure content of the air, hence that cooling by direct radiation from the air is the principal factor. These results are all in accord with Eniden's assumption that the cooling of air by radiation is directly proportional to its vapor content. ( 2 ) Defant's theoretical considerations (based on Emden's radiation theory) indicate t h a t .
(1 Loc cit. dust may play the same rBle as water vapor in effecting cooling of the air by radiation. Furthe.rmore, the sinking of cooled dust particles in numerous small cold air envelopes may materially increase the vertical "Austausch," or turbulence effects, in the case of stable stratification. (3) The effect of wind (from 10 years records at Krenismunster) is alwa.ys toward a relative warming of the lower air strata. Defant finds that already at f0rc.e 3 Beaufort no further warming can be not,ed, or that all local effect of ground cooling is effaced. I n this connection it is interesting to note that Ta.ylor finds that of the 70 instances a t Kew Observatory betwee.n 1900 and 190.5 of fog formation during the night., in 62 c.ases was the wind force a t midnight less than 1% m/s, in 5 cases between 1% and 2% m/s, and in 3 cases be.tween 2% and 4 m/s. Thus a wind force greater tha.n the lower limits of 2 Beaufort even a t midnight is enough to prevent, fog formation before morning.
I n the light of these various facts, t.he following seems the most probable explanat,ion of the process of ground fog formation. Let there be assumed clenr sky, so that the radiation process is unhinde,red, and the. presence of an air mass of moderate moisture content and stable stratification, which permits of very light niovement and small dynamic turbulence in t'he 1owe.r levels. If there is absolute calm the mass will cool throughout by radiation of vapor or dust content, perhaps 2 O to 3' C. Unless the mass was very moist to begin with, t,he amount of this cooling will not be su%c.ie.nt in one night t'o produce fog formation. The layers direct,ly over the ground, up to 3 or 4 feet, will cool furt,her by concluction to the ground which has become colder by radiation, an amount which is greater the drier the air mass throughout. This cooling may be more than 4' C., as Hellman's observations show, directly a t the surface. The result is supersnturation of the lowest foot or even meter of the air, which is dissipated by the formation of heavy dew on the cold grass through the molecular diffusion downwards of the vapor. Thus over a level landscape, with complete caliii, there is only heavy dew formed unless the air was very damp originally, or estremeIy hygroscopic nuclei are present.
If, however, the land surface is uneven, the gravit8a-tional effect collects the hea,vy air previously cooled probably to saturation by conduction to the ground, in low lying places to considerable depths. 9 very slight, further cooling of this air by direck radiation to spac.e effecks supersaturation. Taylor's calculat,ions show that bhis can not be dissipated by molecular diff usion, hence fog formation occurs in low lying sect,ions in complete calm.
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soon as there is the slightest' air movement, t,he dynamic turbulence prevents the formation of R marked ground inversion, the cooling effect being distributed more ra.pidly upwmrd. If the velocities are light (2 m/s), the dispersing effect i s not rapid enough to eflace the ground c,ooling, but rather makes its influence. felt throughout, t.he lower layers, instead of only the ground layer. I n this case a much greater mass of air is cooled by t,he ground effect and often saturate,d. Since t,he satmuration Can not be dissipated by dew, this is t,he condition most farorable for general groun,d fog formation. -4s soon as the air movement becomes a very little increased, the dispersion of the ground cooling, hence relative warming of the lower air, becomes such that fog formation is out of the question. Ground inversions c.an no longer occur. But even when there is such turbulence that saturation of the 1owe.r air is impossible by cooling, the ground surFinally, consider the effect of dynamic turbulence. face may by radiation fall below the saturation tempemtiire, of the, air, in which case light dew will be deposited.
I n general, high huiiiidit,y in the cooling air mass is favorable to the formation of ground fog, in spite of the fack that i t decreases t,he radiat,ional cooling of the ground surface. This effec.t is more than outweighed by the increased direct radiational cooling of the air to spac.e and by the inc.rea.se of the saturation temperature in the air. Dampness of the ground surface seems also to be favorable. Probably it increases t,he ra.diation from the surface, and unbil t'he ground has cooled below the saturation temperat,ure of t,he air, it results in greater evaporation t'o the air and so increasing humidity.
The rBle plnyed Ly relatively warm-water bodies in supplying inoist,ure to the cooled air to facilitate fog fornmtion under favorable c.ircunistances, as well as the usual fog-dissipnt8ing eflecks of suc.11 warm-water surfaces, have been considered in det,nil under s.ut)unin steam mists, above.
Since clear sliies are esse,ntial to the forniation of ground fog:, they occur in n.nticyclonic situations. Furt'hermore, since they require stable stratification and light winds, they O C C . I I~ only in C. Trans. A. masses; in other worik, in a.nt,icplones t,hat have aged and become t,hermally st,ahle. In the first outbreak of a P. A. mass they are conspicuously missing, for .talle characteristic fresh winds and relnt,ive instability of such a mass result in a degree of t,urbulence which niakes ground inversions quite impossible.
B. HIGH FOG (UPPER INVERSION) GEORGII'S STRAHLUNGSNEBEL
This t,ype of fog is especially frequent over western cont,ineiital Europe, wherefore the, following discussion of the typical phenollienon applies to t'lint locality. Certain more, general consideratmiom follow the discussion of the conditions and causes of its formation.
High fog is c.liaract8eri7ed by a marked inversion above t,he ground (from 300 bo 2,000 meters)! just as ground fog is charact,erized by a surface inversion. The greatest rlensit,y of the fog is a t the base of the inversion, as the great,est density of ground fog is a t the ground. High fog may extend froin the ground all ithe way up to the inversion, wit,li increasing clensity, or it may be quite clear of t'he ground, appearing simply as a dense, low strat,us, alrnost whhout motion. Like ground fog it is characterist,ic of aiit,icyclonic situations, usually very large, and stagnant ant,icyclones. It is less local than ground fog, extending uniforinly over extensive regions, and much more per~ist~ent, soniet8imes enduring for weeks. The high fog inversion persist's day and night, even though t8he fog may soinet,imes dissolve by day, whereas the g!ound fog inversion is usually the radiation effect of a single night, neve,r persisting through the da.y except as the fog it'self is renderecl estreinely stable by a dense pollution of t,he atmosphere with hygroscopic nuclei.
The plet>c begins to he transformed into kinetic energy and lieet energy by t8he set,tling of the air mass. The gradual settling of this mass, with its horizontul outspreacliiig, establishes an anticyclonic circulation which in turn leads to a dynamic compression of the mass and growth of pressure a t the center. Thus the anticyclone becomes of vast extent, rather symmetrical and very high pressure in the center. The upper portions of the air mass are warmed by bot,h dynamic and adiabatic compression. The lower levels, near the earth, remain rather stationary. The net effect is a flattening out of tlhe mass, a crowding of the surfaces of equipotential temperat~re,~' hence the developmont of an inversion a t the level where the st,ationary lower air layer passes over into the spreading and settling portion of the mass. Such an inversion surface as shown by Georgii's excellent data has its niasiniuni elevation at the center of the anticyclone, and slopes away slightly toward the outer edges.
This explains t,he temperature inversion but by no means explains the fog. That is dependent in part upon the history of the air mass. When its route has been ove,r land, over the Baltic to southwestern Russia, the lower layers are rnther dry and cold from the very first. But in spite of their original coldness, these lowest air layers cool still further after their arrival over continental Europe, at the same time that t'he upper layers become niuch warmer. Probably this cooling is due to radiation froin the ground, favored by the unusually dry and clear condition of the upper air. No ground inversion forms, bec.nuse there is enough air movement so that the turbulence c,arrie.s the c.ooling effect upward to the big inversion. Also this inmrsion surface, with the great dec.rease in dust c.onte.nt and presumably appreciable decrease in absolute humiditmy t'hat take place here, must be an active radiating surface;6 in whic.11 case there w i l l be a tendenc.y for the inversion gradually to increase in magnitude, and for the ninintenance of an appreciable teinperat,ure gradient up to the inversion. Both conditions are indicated by aerological observations.
The great siiiolic and dust content wThich is so prevalent below the large anticyclonic inversions comes froiii the indust,riel regions, gatherinw in densit,y for many days, due to light, winds, to the Pack of precipitation, and to the impossibility of convection above the inversion level. When not marked by fog, such an aging anticyclone is alwnys marked by dense smoke haze with a boundary in the inversion layer. This indicates also the presence of many hygroscopic nuc.lei, whic.h sprea,d under these favoring conditions far from the sources of pollution. In an air mass of this origin, fog forniation is usually marked only in tlie southern and western part of the anticyclone, where there is usually a light flow from the sout,h or soutaheast8. I t is thus where the inversion layer is lower than in the c.enter, mid where the air has drifted farthest from the source, c,ooled by ground and dust radiation, and t,horoughly permented with smoke and hygroscopic pollutions. Probably these factors all work to effect fog forniation. In one inst,ance, the last week of February, 1925, southerly air of t'liis t'ype, which had been too dry over the contine.nt) to form fog, di4fte.d up along the coast of Norway, acquiring enough moisture frorii the sea to give two days of dense fog, at tlJe same time that the inversion persisted. Needless to say, such a formation could not occur if the air was riiuch colder than the it must be remembered that active radiating matter is also active absorbing matter.
But in the latitudm under consideration here, during the cold season, the number of hours of sunshine each day is less than half the number that the sun is below the horizon.
sea, nor could it occur without hygroscopic nuclei. I n this case, at its source 01-er Germany, dense smolx hme had persisted for a week, with an inversion o€ between 5' C. and 10' C. at only a few hundred meters. At the same time the surface air was only about Oo C'.
When the anticyclonic clevelopinent occurs in a coldair outbreak which has passed directly south over the sea the worst cases of high fog occur. Then the mass comes on land somewhat warmed and nearly satura ted in the lower layers. As the stagnation, settling, and inversion development take place the lower layers cool by radiation, aided by their vapor content, to such a point that general condensation soon occurs. Fog and dense stratus form up to the inversion, even at its highest point, which may be over 2 kilometers at the center of the anticyclone over Germany or Poland. The condensation frequently goes so far as to Sive light precipitation in the form of snow or sonietimes ice crystals (needles). It is not infrequent in central Europe to have for days in winter a prevailing pressure of more than 780 millimeters with t h c k stratus, fog, light prwipiiation, and intense cold.
The very stable anticyclonic developments over Europe occur only after a very niarked cold-air outbreak from the north. There very frequently occur, however, more transitory inundations of the continent by M. P. A. or M. Trans. A. masses from between NW. and SW., which do not stagnate over the continent sufficiently to give either marked anticyclonic or ninrked inversion development, yet are very productive of fog. This is type I11 in the outline, which is treated below.
For the development of real anticyclonic fog, there are evidently two fundamental favoring conditions :
(1) Stagnation of the developing anticyclone over a cold continent.
(2) A previous maritime life history of the stagnating air mass.
From this it follows that continental Europe is the quite favorable ground for such fogs, as is observed to be the case. It also follows that they do not develope over the sea, where surface warming is too great and stagnant anticyclonic development impossible. Nor do they develop over the British Isles, even though the inversions from the continental anticyclones often extend over England, as shown by aerological observations at Dusford and Farnborou h. Over North America the real contrast between Europe and North America in this respect at once become evident. on a consideration of the two essential conditions mentioned above.
I n the first place, all the cold-air outbreaks in North America which result in anticyclonic development move southward from Alaska or northern Canada. Such an air mass starts cold and dr. from a winter Arctic anticyclone and remains so as i b i o v e s southward over the cold continent. At no point does its path lie over the open sea, hence it has no opportunity to acquire the moisture in the lower layers which was shown to be so important. The high mountains along the west coast of North America effectually shut out all inflow-of air masses of maritime characteristics. What little may find its way over the mountains is thoroughly dried in the process. All northern Europe, on the other hand, apart from the Scandinavian Peninsula, lies open to direct invasiofi by maritime air masses over the lowlands, which renders the climate so characteristically maritime.
In their dryness the onticyclonic development.: in North America resemble those in Europe where the air high fog is practical f y unknown. The reasons for the iiiass has moved southward over the most ras!crly roiite. But in America the stagnation is never so in:trkecl as in Enrope. The gradual spreading, radiation cooling, and permeation by smoke, hygroscopic impurities, and a certain amount of moisture of the subinversion air layer may continue for weeks in the European anticyclonic development until an air mass originally of the driest inny become marked by considerable fog formation. This is impossible over North Bmeiica. The circulation is too rapid and the succession of vigorous cyclones too close to permit of the stagnntion of extensive winter anticyclones. This compxarively rigorous circulation and close succession of young and growing cyclones from central North America northenst\% ~r c l rind eastward over Newfoundland and the Xorth Atlantic is the consequence of the steep poleward tempernture gradient in this region, which is in timi the result uf the general atmospheric circulation and the surface currents in the North Atlantic. According to Bergeron's 39 terminology, it is a region of "frontogeiieqis," of front foriliation, and hence of cyclogenesis. The region north of western Europe eastward over the inteiior of Russia is, on the other hand, a region of slight latitudinal tcrinperature gradient, of "frontolysis," or clisipstion of fronts, and hence of stagnating circulation and filling cyclones. This makes possible the frequent extensive stxtionurg anticyclones over northern Europe.
C . INVERSION HAZE
Inversion haze, like the radiat,ion fogs which develop in connect,ion \\-it.h inve.rsions, are of two kinds, ground hare, and high haze, according as the inversion is a ground inversion or a high inversion. The source of this haze is the smoke and dust of large cities. Hence it is characteristic of indust,rial regions. Inversions are, in such regions, invarinbly accompanied by a certain amount of smoke haze,, which always renders visible the stratiiied condition of the titinosphere when not obscured by fog. Ground lime is of much less importance than ground fog. I n t,he first, place it is so much less dense that its limited vertical extent does not permit of its being seriously obscurst>ive of visibility. Like ground fog, its densit is gre.at,est close. to the ground, decreasing'rapidly wit clevRt,ion. I n the second place, due to the almost complet,e calm u-lich c.haracterizes a ground inversion, it is of necessity extremely local. It can form only in the iiiiinediste vicinit,y of the pollut,ing source, whereas ground fog can form over wide areas. Finally, being, like ground fog, t,he product of a single night, dissipating with the clissipntion of the inversion, it can not represe,nt the accuinultztion of a very great amount of obscuring ingt,ter. Its formation is simply due to the absence during the night of convect,ion or advection currents to remove t,he smoke pollut8ion.
High haze. is of much more importance both practicdly and t,lieore.t,icdly t h m ground haze. The most characterist8ic t,hing itbout high haze is its stratification in distinctly individual and homogeneous layers of the atmosphere. A. Wigmd in his nunierous balloon ascents has observed t8hat haze st,rnta sre of two types, namely, (!) in t,he higher le,vels, strata of relatively cold and humld air, due to the presence of water droplet,s large enough and niiinerous enough to cause a hazing efl'ect; such a water haze is simply the first stage of an a. st. or ci. st. formntion, and is not considered further here; (2) the dry sniokc nnd dust haze 1a.yers which are coincident with anticyclonic inversion layeis and which hare their eatest density in the upper portmion of the inversion r y e r . Such is the haze which is under considerntion.
This high inversion haze is practically coextensive with the anticyc.lonic inversion, but its density is greatly intensified over large industrial c.ities wherever snioke pollution is abundant. That the hazing impurities result entirely froin this type of pollution follows necessarily from the original clearness of the anticyclonic air ninss, the very light prevailing wind velocitie,s during t,he development of the haze, and the moist and frequently snowcovered condition of northern continental surfaces in winter. The observed distribution of the haze is furt,her proof of its origin. I n the immediate vicinity of t,he source of pollubion the haze extends from the ground to the inversion layer, where its densitmy is greatest,. Furt,lier removed from the source it is most marked in the inre.rsion layer, having bot,h an upper and a lower boundary. I n t8he vicinit,y of t,he sourc,e of pollution t,he clensit,y of inversion smoke haze is direct'ly proport,ional to t,he amount of the, inversion and inversely to the wind velocity. Further from the source the principal factor is the direction of the wind relat'ive to the sourc,e. Such haze may pe.rsist for werlcs, as long as the inversion does. It is t.he result of t,he continued collec.tion in the inversion of smoke pollution, and it, may become so marked over a wide area as to render visibility below the inve.rsion poor over a considerable pa,rt of western Europe. Over the large cit,ies, if the winds are very light, it may become so dense as to re.nde.r the ground completely invisible to one above the inversion. Evidently it is primarily a winter phenomenon, for the great antmicyclonic developments are a winter phenomenon. I n summer the continental heating attendant on clear skies does not permit of the marked persistent high inversion formations, but ground inversions and ground haze, the result of a single night's cooling, may occur in summer. The fact that objects above the haze may be quit,e distinctly visible to one on the ground, while at the same h i e . the ground is e,ntirely invisible to ,the 0bserve.r above the haze, ha.s long been known to aviators. This obscuring tendency of a haze layer for everyt,hing below it, is t'he result of it,s efficacy as a reflecting surfme. To the observer above such a large part of t,he light coming to him from below is sunlight reflected direc.t,ly from the. haze layer that t,he relatively wealdy lighted ground object's are quite lost, to perception. But t80 the observer be,low the only light coming to him from a point above, except for t>he. relatively small amount of haze-scatte,re,d sunlight, is the unreflected and unscattered port,ion of the direct rays froin relatively strongly lighted object,s above t,he haze.
The outstmiding c,harnchxist,ic of high inversion haze in cont8rast to high fog is t'he. fnct, t,hat, wheren.s t'he, fog reaches its greatmest density at the bn.se of the inve.rsion, decreasing rapidly above, to zero,. the haze layer, when far enough from the source to have a distinct upper and lower bounda.ry, reaches its great8est density near t.he top of the inversion, falling off very rapidly nbove.
Both Georgii, nnd to a certain este.nt A. iTigand, would esplain this vert,icnl distribution of smoke or dust, in terms of the density of the air. Assuming that t,he particles have formerly been carried aloft in regions of active conveot.ion and are everywhere in stable anticyclonic regions. slowly settling, they will at a niitrked inversion come into a region of denser .air, and will in consequence of their slower fall velocity in the dense air
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colle.ct to a great'er density at the inversion. But that such an efl'ect, miist be totally inadequate, quantitat,ively, to acc.ount for haze layers is at once apparent. Wigand has shown that in such a layer the kern count is often several times what it is a short distance above. Presumably, from the obscurity of visibility the concentration of dust and smoke particles must be even greater. Suppose there exists a temperature inversion of the large d u e of l o o C. This will effect' an increase in air density of 4 per cent. Whatever the nature of the particles, it is out of the quest'ion that a 4 per cent increase in air density should greatly nffect their fall velocit,y, whereas ths velocity must be re,duced by 75 per cent at least to effect the obse.rred concentration of particles.
The explanation is rather to be found in a.n esamination of turbule,nce and wind velocities. As shown by estensive aero1ogic.d ditt.a [see Georgii, W. Peppler, etc.) , the usual condit,ions of temperature gradient and wind prevailing up to and through an antic.yclonic subsidence inversion are: (1) Very light winds and moderate lapse rate (average 0.6' C. per 100 meters) up t,o the base of the inversion; (2) considerable temperature and wind velocity increasing throughout the inversion layer, and frequently n very marked change in wind direc.tion (tendency from E. to SW.); and (3) above the inversion a moderate temperature 1n.pse rate, and a very steady wind, completely undisturbed by conve,ciion from below.
Thus in the lowest layer the smoke pollution works readily upwnrd by the slight turbulence produced by light wind flow over uneven surface, and by a moderate temperature gradient. The actual inversion layer is very productive of mechanicnl turbulence, in spite of its very stable stratification, due to the usual rapid change of wind velocity and direction with elevation. The upper layer, on the other hand, as a result of its very regular air flow and nioclerate stability, is but very slightly productive of turbulence, and relative to the layer below is highly dest,ructive of it.41 Therefore the turbulent activit,y of the inversion layer falls off very rapidly with elevation in its upper portion (see Rossby's curves), and a t a short distance above, in the upper layer, the low turbulent activity characteristic of that layer is reached. The region where the turbulence decreases most rapidly, in the upper portion of the inversion layer, is where the smoke and dust collect. The greater wind velocities prevnlent here spread this smoke horizontally comparatively rapidly. From this follows the widesprea,d prevalence of the high inversion haze, even far rerpoved from the sources of pollution. This process is often quit.e visible on a clear calm morning when an upper inversion exists. A column of smoke from a factory chimney map he wen often to rise straight up for some hundreds of meters. Then it reaches a level where it begins to diffuse rapidly by spreading out horizontally (the inversion layer). At the top of t,his layer it drifts off rapidly in n definite dire.ction, without diffusing furt,her upmrd, appearing as a thin haze layer.
High inversion haze, unlike the fog, is quite common in t,he eastern United States, for t,here occur both the anticyclonic, inversions and the large industrial cities. However, i t does not acquire the density over a wide region that it does in Europe, clue to the more rapid genernl circ,ulation.
Two kinds of dry haze have been considered-the tropical haze, which is simply the remains of fine dust .
blown up by the mind and occurs only in tropical air, and inversion smoke haze, the result of industrial pollution, which occurs only in continental polar air. Except for occasional foresbhe smoke or volcanic dust, which may occur occasionally in any kind of air mass, these are the only types of dry haze which are of any practical importance.
MARITIME F O C f -C H A R A C T E R I S T I C O F M. TRANS. A.
MASSES W H E N COOLED OVER L A N D
The formation of this type of fog is dependent on the cooling over land of fresh M. P. A., or the further cooling of an M. P. A. mass in which the transformation to M. Trans. A. has already begun. This latter case is the one where the M. P. A. mass in the course of a long sea journey has already been further to the south, and comes over western Europe from the southwest, slightly cooled and therefore stable in the very lowest layers. In either case, the air mass a t once suffers further coolin in its lower levels, furthering its transformation from time orlgm of the air masses in which it occurs that this fog is called maritime fog. But its actual formation invariably occurs over land, not over the sea.
I n the formation of this fog, advection plays an important rdle. At the same time, the principal cooling seems to take place by radiation. But it is quite distinct from the radiation types treated above. 
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've the continuous course of each surface over Lindenrerg throughout the month. The observational material is rather complete, consisting of a t least two kite or captive balloon ascents daily at Lindenberg, an occasional sounding balloon, and a daily plane ascent in Berlin (at Tempelhof). Noteworthy meteorological conditions, as fog, cloud forms, forms of precipitation, and vertical air movements, are also entered on the chart by time of occurrence, to give a complete continuous picture of thermal stratification and atmospheric and meteorological activity a t the station throughout the month. In the case of high inversion fog there appears first a great lifting of the isothermal surfaces extending to at least 5 or 6 kilometers, the cold air invasion, followed by a rapid sinking again in the upper levels (adiabatic heating by compression), while in the ground layers the is0 thermal surfaces retain their level (cold surface layer). The result is a great crowding of the surfaces between 1 and 2 kilometers (the inversion-frequently a potential temperature increase between these levels of 18' C.). This condition usually remains for many days, the crowded is0 thermal surfaces running evenly horizontal, while continuous fog is often indicated below them, clear skies and descending air motion above. The maritime fog occurrences are much less striking. There first appears a raising of the iso-potential temperature surfaces between 1 and3 kilometers (often the establishment here of a mean temperature gradient of 0.8' C. per 100 meters) followed by an appreciable raising of the lower surfaces (surface cooling), but rarely does there appear a vertical increase of potential temperature of as much as 8' C. per kilometer. The fog frequently makes its appearance almost as soon as the lower layer cooling begins. I n the case of a T. A. invasion the chart shows a great descent of the otential temperature surfaces a t all levels up to at creasing levels (approaching warm front). Fog is not usually indicated here, but is occasionally. If it occurs before the zone of most rapid temperature increase, it is prefrontal fog (considered below). If in this zone, or afterwards, it is T. A. fog.
Maritime fog formation takes place so rapidly when M. P. A. or M. Trans. A. comes from a warm water surface to a land surface in winter that even over the British Isles it is a frequent type of fog. I n the United States, however, it is almost completely missing. This is primarily due to the effective shutting out of the air masses favorable for its development by the high mountains along the western coast of North America. Probably it occurs frequently in autumn and winter over the more inland region of the Pacific coast. The fact that stations located her0 (Seattle, Roseburg, Red Bluff, Sacramento, and Fresno) show their greatest fog frequencies from October to January 43 seems to verify such an assumption. The more exposed stations (Tatoo& Island, San Lms Obispo, and Los Angeles) show a marked summer maximum between June and August, which is due to monsoon fog. San Francisco and Fresno run high the whole year except in the spring. The more inland stations in the North Atlantic States east of the Appalachians also show a winter maximum which may be due to this type of fog, but the coldness of the waters off the coast in this region and the relative infrequency of invasion of this coast by maritime air of polar origin render such a fog formation infrequent. The fog frequencies a t such stations are small, as Koppen's figures show. P east 5 or 6 kilometers, and ascending air motion at deThe consideration of maritime fog completes the diecussion of air mass fogs. These are the fogs whose pelc Bistency and frequency are such as to make thar influenae evident in climatological means. Monsoon fog and ma fog over the relatively cold seas in summer, inversion fog and maritime fog over the relatively cold land in winter, these affect the statistical averages. They represent surface cooling of warm air from the continents in summer, and surface cooling of the damp air from the seas in winter. For this reason Koppen's statistics lead him to the conclusion that fog is essentially a coastal phenomenon, occurring over the colder seas in summer, the colder continents in winter. For the same reason land fog frequencies are generally greatest in the early morning, least in the late afternoon, while the frequenciee of fogs formed over the sea are frequently reversed.
The fact that fog represents fundamentally cooling from below, thermal stratihation, and low level condensation, while cloud represents fundamentall heating from results in an average seasonal and daily variation of viaibilities just the reverse of the condensation processes.
A. Peppler, from numerous visibility measurements of hie own a t low and a t high elevations, as well as from a st& tistical analysis of numerous other visibility data from nearly all parts of Europe and over the North Sea, hse come to the following general conclusions: 44
(1) Over continental Europe a t low elevations horizontal visibiliGies are best in summer and poorest in winter, best in the afternoon and poorest in the mornin6 (2) Over continental Europe at high elevations honzontal visibilties are best in the winter and best in the morning, poorest in summer and poorest in the afternoon.
(3) Over the sea at low levels the visibilities are best in winter and poorest in summer. Presumably the reverse holds at high levels, but observations are lacking as yet.
The fact that thermal stability favors good visibility in the upper air layers and poorer below, and thermal instability the reverse, is due not only to the characteristic difference in the level of active condensation in these two situations but also to the distribution of smoke and dust haze, the solid obscurative matter in the air. As has been pointed out, stability favors its collection in the lower levels, the formation of dense haze layers. Instability effects a rapid dispersion of thismatter throughout all layers, by convection or by the greatly facilitated upward spread of advectively produced turbulence. below, unstable stratification, and high leve f condensation,
FRONTAL FOGS
There now follows a brief consideration of the less important because more transitory frontal fogs, or fogs closely associated with the fronts between air masses of different properties. From their nature it follows that their frequency is greatest where the passage of fronts is most frequent, or in the regions of greatest cyclonic activity. Because of their transitory and irregular nature, and because they occur in general in connection with such disturbed conditions and poor Visibilities that they do not attract especial attenuion, fogs of this type have been very little studied. Since they usually occur in the course of the transition from one air mass to another of markedly different temperature, fogs of this type are usually attributed to mixing of nearly saturated A closer study of individual cases shows not only that the mixing process is not of long duration but that it is quite nbgligible for fogs on the ground. No doubt the higher fo s of the type considered under front passage fogs are % ue in part to the mixing process at the front some distance above the ground. But once the front becomes low enough to be close to the ground, the displacement of the existing by the followin air mass takes the frontal t pe by the Bergen methods usually shows or the other, definitely on one side or the other of a front which with a close network of stations is shown to be quite distinct and which remains distinct as long as the air masses keep their distinctive characteristics. The only person to have initiated a critical investigation of frontal fogs in the light of a careful air mass analysis is Calwagen, simply because he is the only investigator of fog who has had the necessary technique of analysis a t hand. He had to a certain extent outlined frontal fogs and their causes before his work was so unfortunately cut short. Their classification must of necessity be relative to the type of front forming them. Hence they may be divided as follows:
I. Prefrontal fogs-occurring before a front, in the air mass being displaced. 111. Postfrontal fogs-occurring after a front, in the A. After a warm front.
displacing air mass.
I. PREFRONTAL FOQB-OCCURRINQ BEFORE A FRONT PASSAGE I N THE AIR MASS BEINQ DISPLACED
A careful distinction must be made between real prefrontal fogs whose existence is due to the meteorological activity of the front and air mass fogs which have developed in the air mass in advance of the front quite independently of its action and simply remain lying in its path.
(Calwagen's pretrontaldimmaframf6r varm front.)-This type of fog occurs in a zone immediately before an advancing warm front.
If may be as much as 200 kilometers in breadth, but it usually lies completely within the area of precipitation or warm front rain area. It follows that the sky is always completely overcast. It occurs in its most marked form before a newly formed warm sector on a quasi-stationary front, hence with ra id cyclogenesis and with a the front. Fre uently at such a front there exist an and a temperature increase of 6' or 8' C. in a zone not A. PrejTonbaljog 6ejore a warm front.
very abrupt temperature an B wind direction contrast at abrupt wind shi 4 t of 90' (from SE. to SW.,.for example) wider than 50 kilometers. The fog lies entirely in the cold air and may be reported by every station in front of the active portion of the front to a distance of 150 kilometeis. With the passage of the front it completely disappears. With an older less abrupt warm front this fog is usually less marked. Half of the stations in the prefrontal zone may report it and half not. But in every case it goes with the lowest temperatures, which excludes the possibility of its being the product of mixin of warmer and colder air masses. It is reported usu a i y as dense fog, though presumably it does not reach the extreme density of a dense radiation fog. In the regions farther in advance of the front, where it first appears, it begins at the lowest elevations, as a low-lying webweather fog, with light winds. grows in density and vertical extent, presumably e x t e n i ing upward to the low-lying clouds that mark the approach of the front.
There are probably two factors which are of prime importance in the formation of the typical prefrontal fog before a warm front:
1. Saturation of the cold prefrontal air mass by warm front rain. The colder air in advance of the front is frequently rather dry descending anticyclonic air. The first fine warm front rain from a. st. is usually completely evaporated before it reaches the ground. But with the increasing rainfall the cold air becomes rapidly humid, finally approaching saturation. The prefrontal rainfdl is especially intense in the case of a newly formed warm sector with active cyclogenesis.
This expansional cooling takes place at any point in the prefrontal air mass in part as a result of the air drift, especially marked in the lowest layers, across isobars toward lower pressure; that is, simply the nongradient character of the lower winds. But even more important, in the case of active cyclogenesis, is the general fall of pressure which takes pl'ace in the whole region of development. In such cases the local pressure change in any element of the air mass is due much more to the deepening over the whole field of pressure than to the element's change of position in the field of pressure. This pressure deepening is most rapid directly in advance of the warm front, hence is most effective in producing fog here.
The markedly greater fog-producing effect of these two factors before a newly formed rapidly developing warm sector with its sharply marked warm front explains why P f r o n t a l fog before a warm front is characteristica y more distinct when the warm front is abrupt than when it is diffuse. The case of fog with a very diffuse warm front that marks the first inflow of T. A. after a long prevailing stagnant anticyclone is entirely different. I n that case there is usually very little prefrontal rain and no pressure deepening due to cyclogenesis. If there is fog in the cold air mass, it is the remainder of inversion fog, which, it was remarked, is most frequent often in the western portion of the anticyclone, where the inversion becomes low. Such fog is always under the inversion, which, according to Georgii's aerological data, remains intact almost to the ground. If there is fog after the retreat of the inversion, it is the fog characteristic of the foremost transition portion of a general T. A. invasion, as was pointed out in the discussion of T. A. fog. Genuine prefrontal fog before an active front does not often merge into an. inversion fog further in advance of the front, because it occurs in unstable rapidly changing conditions, which does not permit of the formation of true inversion fog.
It may, however, merge into a previous maritime fog As the front approaches, it gradual1 2. Adiabatic cooling by expansion.
avar land in such &.manner that it is difEcult to say which type is prevdmg.
One other characteristic condFnsation form before a warm front requires special menbon. When such a front advances against a h g h cqast line or a range of hills or mountains there is a certam amount of forced ascent of the cold air between the front and the obstacle. If the air is nearly saturatcd this results in the formation of dense low stratus, whch IS thckest against the obstructing barrier and appreciably lowers the effective level of the warm front cloud deck. I t may appear at only a hundred meters and be reported as high fog. In such a case it may form ansunbroken cover and extend solidly upward to the origmal frontal cloud system. Similar semidetached low-lying cloud frequently appears over high woodland, sometimes resting almost on t,he tree tops. The fact that poorer visibility usually prevails over high woodland in rainy weather is generally recognized by the German air pilots. Such prefrontal low cloud formations are extremely unfavorable for air traffic, for as soon as the pilot can not count on sufficient ceiling to clear all ground obstacles they are quit's as obstructive as the worst high fogs. It is quite probable that as the front becomes low the mixing at the front resulting from the turbulence caused by ground obstacles to the air flow is as important as cooling by forced ascent in effecting low stratus formation.
B.
Prefrontal f o g before an occluded front.-The prefrontal phenomena before a newly occluded front are very little different from those before a warm front. But with the occlusion, all characteristic warm front phenomena reach their maximum, from then there begins a gradual deterioration. The general rapid cyclogenesis ceases, the cyclone begins to fill, pressure fall tendencies before the front become much smaller or disappear, the precipitation decreases in extent and intensity, and the rate of advance of the front becomes less. Exactly the same prefrontal fog, or under favorable conditions, low cloud formation may occur before an occluded front as before a warm front. But, as has been pointed out, all the factom upon which these formations depend are weaker after occlusion. Hence the formations themselves have usually reached their most marked development and are already in part weakened or dissolved. A regeneration of the front can also lead to a regeneration of aU the condensation phenomena.
C. Prefrontal fog before a cold front (barometric .fog) (Calwagen's prefrontal dimma frainjor k d t front).-The prefrontal fog before a cold front differs from that before a w m front or occluded front in that it is formed in the T. A. sector. In this case there is not the front rain to effect the saturation of the fog-forming air mass. But, as was pointed out in the discussion of T. A. fog, the lower layers of such an air mass acquire a continuously increasing relative humidity due to gradual surface cooling, even to the extent of weak fog or stratus and drizzle formation. In the warm sector of a rapidly developing disturbance the cooling effect of adiabatic expansion 46 by the two processes of the air flow across isobars toward lower pressure and general deepening of the depression, superposed on the general surface cooling, may form fog throughout the warm sector. This formation is most marked directly in advance of the cold front, for in this zone the most rapid fall of ressure within the warm of a warm sector by sector is occurring. adiabatic expansion in a case of intense cyclogenk may be so great that temporarily the T. A. can be cooled in its lower layers to a slightly lower temperature than that of the sea surface over which it was previously cooled if the poleward temperature gradient of the ocean surface is verg slight. In this case one of the principal distinguishing characteristics of a T. A. mass is destroyed. But in the ordinary T. A. current, and m t h the ordinary T. A. fog and drizzle, such cooling by expansion playa 8 comparatively slight r61e.
I
FRONT PASSAQE FOQB OR MXQRATlNQ LOW-CLOUD SYSTEMS
The low-cloud systems that belong to the passage of B front are not usually fog in the proper sense of the word. With the possible exception of an occasional warm front passage, it is only high and exposed situations that are enveloped in such low-cloud strata. But they require special mention in any consideration of fog for aviation forecasting, where the elevation of the base of low clouds is of extreme significance. The movement of a frpntal low-cloud system is the same as that of the front to which it belongs. Therefore they have been called migratory low-cloud systems in contrast to the stationary low stratus cloud of the anticyclonic high inversion fog. Since the strongest winds in a disturbance occur with the passa e appear with strong winds, while the anticyclonic stratus occurs wit>h very light winds.
A. Fog with a Warm front (Calwagen's frontal dhnm).-
The progression from ci. through ci., st., and a., st., to low ni., which charactenzes the approach of a warm front is quite generally reco nized as the cloud system gradually subsiding and retreating cold air mass in advance. Upon the close approach of the front the lowering cloud deck reaches a certain minimum elevation, which, theoretically at least, represents the height to which surface air in the T. A. current must be raised in order that condensation may occur. This height may be readily computed from a knowledge of the temperature and humidity in the lowest layers of the T. A. mass. In the limiting case, when the T. A. mass is quite saturated in the lowest levels, this elevation becomes zero, which gives the comparatively infrequent case of a dense surface fog formation at the passage of the front. Such fog will then persist as dense T. A. fog in the foremost portion of the T. A. current. But as was pointed out under T. A. fog, the typical T. A. obscurity is not a dense fog, but rather drizzle and low stratus. Dense surface fog is a rather rare and extreme case, occurring principally over very northerly seas, or over a snow-covered contment. Therefore, ordinarily the warm front passage is marked by low stratus, but not real surface fog. After the passage of the front, visibilities gradually improve slightly as the T. A. current becomes fully established, but no marked improvement can occur until the passage of the cold front brings the P. A. invasion.
The orographical influence of high coast lines or ran es of hills or mountains, as was pointed out under the Ascussion of prefrontal fogs, has the net effect of lowering the cloud base before and during the front passage. The cause of this orographical lowering of the base of the cloud deck is doubtless in part cooling of the subfrontal air mass by forced ascent, and in part the mixing of the two air masses caused by the resulting turbulence. With the approach of the front these lower cloud formations become solidly united with the low cloud system of the front in one thick cloud deck. Thus, on the of the front, the%ontal low cloud strata frequen 8 y resulting from the upward B ow of warm air over the west coasts of Norway or Scotland it is quite common to f k d the cloud base of the approaching warm front at o d y 100 to 200 meters' elevation above the sea. The high winds that almost invariably accompany the passage of such a front result in a characterishic high velocity of the low clouds. The frequent high "Flying Fogs" (Flygand Dimmorna), which have been so much remarked on Scotland's west coast, are attributed by Calwagen to frontal low cloud systems.
The direction of movement of the warm front cloud system is the same as that of t,he front, which is usually considerably to the right of the apparent movement of the lower clouds themselves. The frequency of such cloud systems varies with the number of front passages, or with cyclonic activity. They are usually lower and denser in winter. I n summer they occur only over the the sea or along the coasts. The summer insolational modification of T. A. characteristics over the continents is such as to render the formation of a very low warm front cloud system almost impossible.
B.
Fog with an occ1udedfront.-The conditions with the passage of an occluded front are approximately the same as with a warm front. Certain characteristic differences should be mentioned, however. (1) The occluded front cloud system has passed its greatest development and is beginning to deteriorate. (2) Since with the occlusion of the warm sector of a disturbance the warm air is completely displaced at the ground, it is no longer possible in any case for the cloud system to extend to the ground as a real surface fog, for the front cloud system and fo front, instead of being followed by the characteristically poor visibility of the T. A. mass, is followed by the characteristically clear P. A. Instead of the low st. cloud of the warm sector, there is the somewhat broken cloud deck of cu ni, blue sky being visible between showers. The only case where real fog and very poor visibility is possible after an occluded front passage is after the front has passed some distance inland, in winter, and is followed by an invasion of M. P. A. I n this case maritime fog may follow almost immediately on the passage of the front, but the same process which leads to the rapid modification of the temperature gradient in the M. P. A. mass results in the rapid dissolution of the front itself, by the destruction of temperature contrasts aloft.
C. Fog with a c o u front.-The typical cold front passage is usually marked by a heavy shower or squall line with a marked wind shift. It may be preceded by prefrontal fog in the T. A. mass with very poor visibility, but its passage, as in the case of the occluded front, brings a marked change for the better, with P. A. showers and broken cloud deck. Also as in the case of the occluded front, the shower or squall cloud itself can not rest upon the ground as low fo , except on very elevated locations, forcing up of the warmer air mass by the following cold air. But the heavy rain, low cloud, and strong shfting wind which often accompany the cold front, although or short duration, may be very dangerous for the aviator. The direction of movement of the cloud system is that of the front, and not of the winds or clouds in advance of the front. A cold front suKiciently advanced inland, may, like an occluded front, be followed by maritime fog, but never when it still persists as a vigorous front or squall. There is only one type of fog which can properly be It has already be'en conclassed as a postfrontal fog. sidered under T. A. fog, but it is to a certain extent dependent upon the immediate preceding passage of a warm front, It is the zone of fog which often appears in the foremost transition porton of a T. A. current which is invading a region previously occupied by a stagnant cold air mass. Its formation is the result of cooling by contact with the previously thoroughly cooled ground, and also by mixing with remnants of the cold air mass left behind natural barriers. It 60 far as ~s mixing process is responsible for the formation, it is properly a postfrontal fo Probably this is the most fog formation.
After cold fronts or occluded fronts postfrontal fog is quite impossible, due to the properties of the following cold air masses. Only martime fog can follow close after such fronts, far inland, but it is in no sense dependent on the passage of the front for its formation. It can form quite as well hundreds of miles behind the front as it can immediately behind. Therefore it is purely an air maas fog, and in no sense a postfrontal fog. Frontal fogs as a class are comparatively unimportant. Their frequency and duration are such that they have no detectable influence on climatic statistics. On the other hand, due to their rapid movement and often unexpected appearance they constitute a real menace to amation. An understanding of their causes and a method of for casting them is quite essential. extensive r81e played by t % e mixing process in a ground
Any general discussion of fog forecasting must be based on theoretical considerations rather than on principles applied in practice, for the simple reason that there is no developed system of practical fog forecasting. Moat weather services concerned especially mth maritime interests make fog forecasts for coastal and open-sea stretches. This is done especially by the Deutsche, Seewarte and to a certain extent by the Norwegian and British meteorological offices. But the fogs with which they are concerned are especially sea fog and monsoon fog, which are two of the most regular and readily forecast of fogs. Such fogs when once formed are rather persistent, and the conditions favoring their movement or dissipation are such as to render them fit subjects for forecasting. They are not, however, usually forecast previous to their first formation and appearance.
In the case of the more variable land fogs the problem is much more difEcult. Here the weather services most interested in a correct fog prognostication are, of course, the services established for air line protection. On the Continent of Europe, especially in Germany, the meteomlogical service for aviation purposes is much further developed than the ordinary service. But the whole attention of these aviation services is directed not toward making better forecasts for some time in the future but rather to getting a complete picture of prevailing conditions in the region desired. On the basis of very numerous observations, detailed forecasts are prepared for the pilots covering their respective routes for the next three or four hours. Special warnings are receiqed from all stations and sent out to the pilots in the m of the appearance of fog, squalls, low cloud, etc. The movement of fog zones already formed is very carefully noted and forecast for the following few hours, but usually the forecasting of fog is not attempted previous to its first appearance. Occasionally the formation of local ground fog is forecast. The dissipation of ground fog can usq-NOVEMBEB, 1928 d y be forecast with some certainty, but the forecasting of the dissipation of the more stable types is attempted only as successive reports show a progressive change to be taking place.
The lack of any completely developed system of practical fog forecasting necessitates a theoretical rather than a practical consideration of the subject, but at the same time the factors which may decisively influence the formatipn or nonformation of fog in any typical instance are so numerous, that no discussion can be made general. There are no general principles that may be applied in all cases of fog formation. Each group of fogs must be considered separately. The factors which may be of importance in the formation of fogs of that group will be discussed, and then will follow a special consideration of each type of fog in the group with its significant characteristics.
A. AIR MASS FOGS
The problem of forecasting an air mass fog resolves itself into two parts, namely, (1) to determine what air mass will prevail at the time and place for which the forecast is to be valid, and (2) to determine what characteristics that air mass will then possess. The first part of the problem is quite the same for fog forecasting as for the forecastin of any ot,her meteorological element. It mass movements, and presupposes a method of air mass analysis which correctly bounds the distinctly homogeneous air masses in accordance with their charactenstic properties. This part of the problem will receive no further consideration here.
The determination of the properties which an air mass will possess at a certain time in the future, with sufficient precision to forecast fog, is a very complicated problem. This follows from the extreme sensitiveness of fog to a very slight change in the properties of the air mass, and the great number of factors capable of producing such slight changes. For the consideration of fine distinctions in all the properties of an air mass, together with the factors which are at work to change these roperties, the Bergen methods of analysis are best suited. $hey are the only methods sufEciently comprehensive in their treatment of all air mass properties, and precise enough in their estimate of the significance and causes of the minor .variations in these properties.
The determination of the future properties of an air mass must be made from a consideration of its present properties and the modifying influences to which they will be subject in the meantime. The present properties of any air mass are fixed to a rough approximation as soon as the mass is classified as polar, tropical, or transitional. The properties of the mass of most significance for fog forma tion are :
(1) Absolute humidity, especially in the lower layers. Both the cooling of the mass by direct radiation to space and the temperature at which saturation will be reached are dependent upon this property. I n both of these respects a concentration of moisture in the lowest levels is favorable to fog formation.
(2) The vertical temperature distribution. Both the relative humidity distribution, assuming a constant absolute humidity, and the effectiveness of convective or mechanical turbulence in carrying moisture aloft are dependent on this property. In both of these respects a steep temperature gradient is unfavorable to fog formation, depends simp f y upon the correct prognostication of air The modifying influences to which the air mass properties will be subject in the near future are in part dependent upon whether the mass will be in motion (characteriatic of advection fogs), or whether it will remain stagnant (characteristic of radiation fogs).
ADVECTION FOGS
In the case of marked advection the significant air mass properties may be subject to the modifying influences considered below :
(1) Absolute humidity.-(a) May be increased by evaporation from a water or damp ground surface, or from falling rain or snow. For air mass fogs the evaporation from a water surface is the most important. But this process alone can never produce saturation except a8 T,-T, > 0, which as has been pointed out is an exceptional condition to result in fog formation.
( b ) May be decreased by the deposit of dew, or by the condensation and falling out of rain or snow. The drying effect of a mountain range on an air current forced to blow over it is. the most marked instance of decretlse of absolute humidity by precipitation.
( 2 ) Vertical temperature gradient.-(a) Huy be increa8ed by relative heating of the lower levels or by relative cooling of the upper levels. The first process may occur by contact with a warmer surface (T,-T,>O), by direct sbsorption of solar radiation, or by the condensstion of water vapor. Generally To-T,>O holds over land in the warm season and by day, over water in the cold season and by night. The direct absorption of solar radiation takes place by day, and to the greatest extent in the air layers where the absolute humidity is greatest, hence normally the ground layers. The qondensation of water vapor takes place in the lowest layers only in the course of fog formation. It is most rapid with the excessive steaming over a markedly warm water surface. The second process, the relative cooling of the upper air layers, may take place by a net direct radiation of heat to space, or by the evaporation of condensation products. These are of minor importance, the cooling by direct radiation perhaps playing an appreciable r8le a t an upper inversion surface at which there occurs a marked decrease in absolute humidity or dust content of the air. Such a surface is an active radiating surface.
( b ) iKuy be decreased by relative cooling of the lower air levels or by relative heating of the upper levels. The fist process may occur by direct contact with a colder surface (T,-T,<O), by a net direct radiation to space, or by evaporation of condensation products. Generally To-T,<O holds over land in the cold season and by night, over water in the warm season and by day. The net direct radiation of heat to space takes place a t night from the air layers where the absolute humidity is highest, or normally the ground layers. Cooling by evaporation is relatively unimportant. The second process, the relative heating of the upper air layers, may take place by direct absorption of solar radiation, by condensation, and by adiabatic compression. A good radiating surface, a t a humidity and dust discontinuity, is also a good absorbing surface. Heating of upper air levels by condensation is quite im ortant in the cu. In the forecasting of monsoon fog it is necessary to distinguish between the narrowly coastal phenomenon due to the daily exchange of air between land and sea, and the much more extensive irregular formation due to a stead drift of air during a number of days from land to sea. l?he daily monsoon fog is extremely regular where the temperature contpst between land surface and sea surface is great, and hsturbmg mfluences shght. I n such a region, as on the California coast, once the normal condition is established, fog may be predicted to appear regularly as long as no cyclo+c activity is foreseen of sufficient intensity to interfere m t h the regularity of the daily sea breeze. In regions where the dady monsoon circulation is weaker, as on the western coast of Norway, where the ocean temperatures are characteristically warm (for the latitude) instead of characteristicall cold, the forecas'Ging essential for the forecaster to be thoroughly acquainted with the characteristic peculiarities of the coast region, and to take into account the insolational heating of the land during the preceding days, the prevailing relative humidity of the warm air mass, and the surface sea temperature. Once the fog has made its appearance, it can be forecast for the following days as long as there is no marked change in conditions.
The distance inland to which the daily monsoon fog will penetrate de ends upon its vertical extent and den-T,-T, when the foggy air mass comes over land. This difference, always ne ative over. the sea where the fog on shore, hence, warmmg of the am mass from be ow and dissipation of the fog begin a t once. On the Norwegian coast the fog is not exceptionally dense, and usually about 1,000 to 1,400 feet in depth as i t comes in from the sea. In the earZy afternoon it never penetrates more than 20 miles inland from the outlying points of the coast. Frequently it does not advance inland a t all. But with the setting of the sun and beginning of radiation cooling over the mountains along the coast the moisture which has been coming in with the sea breeze appears as a low stratus, often growing down to the ground before morning, as surface fog. Such formations may extend 30 miles inland from the outeimost coast. No doubt the more of fog becomes a very delicate prob 9 em. It is absolutely sity, the strengt % of the sea breeze, and the value of formation occurs, is aways P; K positipe when the fo comes potent daily monsoon fog formations such as those on the California coast may be both denser and deeper, and penetrate further inland than the distance mentioned above.
For inland aviation this type of fog has no significance. For coastal flying it can be a great nuisance in certain sections. However, its regularity of occurrence and ita limited horizontal extent are mitigating factors. Presumably as long as only the daily land and sea breeze is concerned, the fog does not extend out over the sea to 8 much greater distance than it is brought inland in the late afternoon, though observational material is rather lacking on this point. But as soon as the more persistent air currents enter into the situation the conditions are very different.
I n the case of the more persistent and widespread monsoon fog, of which an excellent illustration has been discussed, there is found the best opportunity of forecasting fog from a consideration of simple air mass properties. In the first place, there must exist a pressure distribution that will bring a steady flow of warm air from the land to the sea. As this air mass cools over the water, the essential condition for the formation of an extensive monsoon fog is the absolute humidity which characterized the lower levels of the mass when it left land.
Unless this moisture content is such that saturation will be reached at a temperature appreciably above the sea surface temperature, fog formation is unlikely. Evaporation from the cold sea surface can not raise the moisture content of the air mass sufficiently to render saturation possible at a temperature higher than that of the water surface except for the slight amount which can take place a t the expense of the heat content of the air. If the outflow of warm air is so marked that air temperatures over the sea show a considerable increase, and if humidities are not excessively low, a general fog formation can be predicted with certainty as the temperatures begin to fall in the same air mass. In the case considered previously the air temperature at Jan Mayen one day before the firsc fog appearance was 10' C. above the sea temperature, which is very unusual for that station. Fog first appeared 24 hours later with an air temperature still 6 ' C. abovo the sea surface temperature. Complete stagnation of the foggy air mass with gradual weak anticyclonic development as the air cools is the condition favorable to the extreme development of the fog. Presumably under such conditions it reaches a thickness equal to that of a high sea fog, some 2,500 or 3,000 feet according to Taylor.
The persistence of such a fog when once formed makes this extensive monsoon fog the type of ready formed fog which can most reliably be forecast long in advance, simply on a basis of the movements of the air mass. This is recognized in England, where in summer a wind off the North Sea, if fog has already formed there, is certain to bring the fog inland. Summer fog over the North Sea is nearly always of the monsoon type. It may move many hundreds of miles over the sea, and from 100 to 200 miles or even more inland without dissipation. The rapidity of the dissipation depends on its thickness, density, and the difference T,-T,.
No doubt quantitative rules for this dissipation can be derived empirically from sufficient observations, or from theoretical considerations. Usually, however, the sensitiveness of fog to changing conditions and the multiplicity of modifying influences is such that quantitative mathematical treatments are useless.
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For ordinary shipping this extensive monsoon fog is of much importance, but for inland aviation it figures only in the comparatively rare event that it is brought far inland. These cases can always be forecast with the same accuracy as air mass movements. For transoceanic flying fog is less of a hindrance than for inland flying, for the aviator can fly above it as long as it is not necessary to come down. Present methods of orientacion by radio make this more practicable than formerly. Furthermore, a forced descent through fog over the water does not involve the same danger of collision with obstacles or difEculty in finding a landing place that it does over land.
SEA FOG
I n general the same considerations hold for the forecasting of sea fog as for the extensive monsoon fog. The only difference is that the warm air mass comes from a relatively warm water surface instead of a warn land surface. This means that the absolute humidity is always great. The temperature contrast and therefore the cooling of the warm air mass is usually less than is the case of monsoon fog, but the originally high absolute and relative humidity necessitates a comparatively small degree of cooling. Almost invariably a moderate flow of air from warmer to colder water surface will result in fog formation over the colder water. How quickly this formation will occur depends upon the horizontal temperature gradient in the water surface, the rate of flow of the air mass, and its tqmperature and absolute humidity. If the air mass has previously been long at rest or in slow movement over the warmer water, it can be counted on in its lower layers to be nearly saturated a t about the temperature of the water surface it occurs over. Strong wind velocities effect a too rapid dissipation upward of moisture and cooling to permit of dense fog.
The vertical extent of sea fog has been studied by G. I. Taylor off the Newfoundland Banks on board the Scotia, in a series of kite ascents. As he remarks, i t may occur so low over the sea that on the deck of a large ship the visibility is only a 100 feet, while the masts extend completely above the fog. This probably represents an early stage in the development, with very slight winds. A normal depth of sea fog seems to be from 300 to 1,000 feet, and the extreme depth observed by Taylor to be 2,500 feet. The fog when once formed is persistent. When carried over warmer water i t dissipates but slowly.
For both monsoon fog over the sea and sea fog the dissipating effect of heating by the direct absorption of solar radiation seems to be comparatively slight. They develop and persist equally well, as far as can be judged by general observation, under clear or overcast sky. In general, however, monsoon fogs are characterized by clear skies, sea fogs by overcast skies, simply because insolational heating over land and absence of cyclonic activity are favorable to monsoon fog formation, while the general transport, of air northward under weak c clonic activity is favorable to sea fog formation in face temperature. Its dissipation is usually dependent upon the blowing up of a fresh to strong wind or the displacement of the foggy air mass by one of different properties. For aviation it has no significance except in transoceanic flying, where the only distinction to be made between it a n d extensive monsoon fog is that it is less likely to affect coastal districts. t l ose localities where there are rapid changes in sea sur-
TROPICAL AIR FOG AND HAZE
As with monsoon fog, the result of land and sea temperature contrast, and with sea fog, the result of local sea surface temperature contrasts, so with tropical air fog, the result of the general poleward gradient of all surface temperatures, the essential factor to be considered in the forecasting of the fog is T,-T.. But with tropical air fog, when the air mass concerned is really of subtropical origin, the modifying iduences affecting the mass in its long journey northward are more important than its original properties. Such an air maas, at least over western Europe, always leaves its source rather wwm and dry. No fog will appear in it before it has been very considerably cooled in its lowest layers, or else has suffered a very considerable increase of its absolute humidit,y. Therefore tropical air fog is characteristic only of northerly regions, after the air mass has moved a long distance over cooler surface. Due to the thermal stratification caused by the long cooling from below, and the fact that only the strongest T. A. currents can move so far northward, this fog usually occurs with fresh to strong winds. Over the sea drizzle and a moderate degree of fog may always be forecast with fresh to strong winds between south and west southwest when the air mass is of southerly origin. The further north the latitude and the more abnormally cold the sea surface the greater will be the fog density. This type of fog is always so marked on the west coast of the British Isles that it is recognized and forecast by the English forecasters. It also usually forms in the passage of the T. A. current over a continent in winter, especially over a snow surface, but never in summer. I n summer the T. A. current gives rather a dry heat haze and opdescence which is always characteristic of T. A. masses in the absence of sufficient cooling to give fog or drizzle.
In no case whatsoever is T. A. accompanied by r e d y good visibility. The appearance of fog comes gradually with the northward progress of the air current, so that it never appears unexpectedly as a dense formation without previous warning. Therefore fog need not be forecast upon the approach of a T. A. current unless it has already appeared to some degree in the current. Furthermore, it is always most marked in the forward portion of the current where the cooling of the air mass is most pronounced. This gives frequently a distinct moving fog zone whose position may be forecast with precisim once it has formed. In the warm sector of a rapidly developing cyclone the fog formation is greatly favored by the marked adiabatic cooling by expansion.
In the case of a warm air current moving northward where the air mass i s not really of subtropical origin but rather M. Trans. A., fog is formed in exactly the same manner, but certain distinctions must be made. In the first place, such an air mass is usually more nearly saturated initially, hence requires less modifications, and usually gives fog more quickly. In the second place, due to the smaller amount of cooling it has undergone, and the frequent persistence in the upper levels of the original P. A. instability, its stratification is less stable than that of real T. A., hence fog can not form or pemist with strong winds. Finally, such an air mass in the absence of fog or drizzle is never characberized by the dry T. A. haze or opalescence, but by rathergood visibility.
Tropical air fog becomes as a rule less dense at a given point after the current has been maintained for some Only real T. A. can show opalescence. For inland aviation tropical air fog is of significance only in winter, and only in rather northerly latitudes. The haze or opalescence may always be counted on with T. A. invasions, but it is not usually of a density s&-cient to embarrass an experienced aviator. Over the sea the fog occura both summer and winter, but is always more pronounced in winter, apart from the special monsoon form, which occura only in summer. The typical tropical air fog is not exceedingly dense, but is accompanied also by a low stratus deck and drizzle, a combination which makes flying practically impossible.
It is not possible to fly above the surface T. A. fog without flying above the stratus formations also. It will rarely be a hindrance for more than 24 hours, because in regions northerly enough to have the real fog formation it is seldom that the T. A. invasion lasts more than that. The fog is always most marked in the northerly portion of the T. A. invasion and with marked cyclonic activity, hence the displacement by P. A. masses is certain to occur before long.
ARCTIC S E A SMOKE
The steam fogs due to the advection of cold air over warmer water are of little practical significance, but will be considered briefly. Whenever an air temperature prevails over a water surface which is less than that of the water surface (T,-T, > 0) there is present the possibility of saturation of the air by direct evaporation from the water surface. When this saturation takes place s&-ciently rapidly there occurs the visible steaming w-hich in the arctic regions is called Arctic Sea smoke. The density of such visible steaming is dependent entirely upon the rapidity with which saturation can take place; therefore, upon the size of the difference Ta-T,, the air temperature, and the absolute humidity of the air.
Whether this steaming will produce real fog or not depends entirely upon the vertical temperature gradient.
In order to have fog produced, the gradient must be only very slight a t least, probably a marked inversion is necessary. Such a condition can occur over warm water only very locally in regions where there is a copious supply of cold air. Therefore this type of fog need never be forecast over the open sea, except a t the edge of the Arctic ice. It may occur over an arm of the sea which is nearly surrounded by very cold land surface if winds are light. There it may be forecast under ti condition of extreme cold (anticyclonic radiation type) and light winds. Under such conditions it may become a very dense fog. The Bay of Fundy, the Baltic Sea, and the northern Norwegian Fjords are subject to it in winter. It will not appear a t an air temperature warmer than -6' or -8' C. in these regions. For aviation it is of negligible importance.
EARLY MORNING A U T U M N STEAM MISTS
The forecasting of these mists is exactly the same in principle as that of the Arctic Sea smoke. As in the case of the Arctic phenomenon, there is no fog formation unless there is a marked low inversion to prevent the convective dissipation of the steam warmed air. This condition is f m s h e d over inland lakes, rivers, etc., whenever there is a marked depression of the land surface, by the gravitational flow of radiation cooled air from the surrounding ground surface. Furthermore, the fact that such radiation-cooled air is-nearly saturated or even quite saturated (radiation ground fog) renders the steaming visible (because supersaturation is so quickly reached) at higher temperatures than Arctic Sea smoke is usually visible. The effect of almost complete initial saturation of the air is shown in the rising of steam mists over woods and valleys after a heavy warm rain. Probably the fact that slightly cooler air often follows such a rain favors the steaming. But such steaming never forms real fog; it rises too quickly, due to the absence of inversion. An extensive fog is never formed over a warm moist land surface, as is frequently assumed in the explanation of general fogs.
I n general, whenever ground fog of the radiation type may be forecast (discussed below), then steaming over water bodies may be forecast for the same region. Whether this steaming will intensify the ground fog or dissipate it locally depends upon the local topography, the temperature difference T,-T, over the water and the amount of evaporation necessary to produce saturat on in the air. The depth of the cold air layer depends on the topography. The greater the value of T,-T, the greater the steaming, but also the more rapid the formation of convective instability. High relative humidity and low temperature in the air mass mean rapid saturation. Hence, in north temperate regions this steaming is more likely to cause dense fog in the winter than in the autumn, for snow cover on the ground favors great radiation cooling, while at the same time the water surface has become sufficiently cooled so that T,-T, is not excessive, and the general low temperatures mean that only a small amount of evaporation is necessav to produce saturation. This accounts for the observation of KleinSchmidt in the region of the Bodensee in Germany, that in the autumn the frequency of fogs over the Bodensee was much less than over the surrounding country, but later in the winter became slightly greater. At the same time, cumulus convection was much greater over the lake both autumn and winter than over the surrounding country. For any particular locality the question of whether the steaming will cause formation or dissipation of fog is best determined from a study of accurate records in the region concerned. In early autumn in flat country even a very small water surface has always a marked preventive influence on the formation of radiation ground fogs, local1 , as is so well recognized by the German
The significance for aviation of autumn steam mist3 as fog producers is very slight, for theyeare extreme1 local, and when productive of fog the fog is local. SUC local formations can be avoided by a pilot that knows the region.
Furthermore, the fogs formed by this process are quite shallow, probably seldom exceeding 200 meters. The real significance for aviation of the warm water steaming lies in its fog dissipating effect. A river course may be the only route which can be flown through an early morning ground fog of the radiation type. aviation p' 9 ots. In general radiation fogs, in contrast to advection fogs, are favored by almost complete stagnation of air maas movement. Therefore, the forecasting of fogs of this type is dependent upon a consideratibn of the modifying influences of local conditions upon the a! ' mass already present and at rest rather than on a consideration of the modifying influences upon a distant air mass of the route traveled by that mass. I n this case of the stagnating air mass the same properties of the mass are significant for the formation of fog, absolute humidity, vertical temperature distribution, and horizontal pressure distribution, as in the case of the advection fogs. But in this t pe of situation the lightness of the wind velocities active nuclei of condensation so that this becomes a fourth property of the air mass signiftcant for fog formation. The respective modifying Influences which affect the air mass properties are of rather different relative importance in the radiation fogs, and therefore require brief consideration, as follows :
(1) Absolute humidity.-This property is comparatively stable in a stagnating air mass, for evaporation from a water surface is greatly diminished in the absence of wind, and in the low temperatures characteristic of the lower levels of such a mass, precipitation is usually lacking, and the drying process effected by mountain ranges on advective air currents forced to pass over them becomes impossible in a stagnating mass. The decrease of absolute humidity by the deposit of dew is favored, but this process is always insignificant quantitatively at more than 1 meter above ground.
(2) Vertical temperature gradient.-This property is com aratively variable in a stagnating air mass, because the Hghtness of the prevailing wind permits of a cumulative effect of the modifying influences in producing thermal stratiiication. These modifying influences are the same as with the advection fogs, except that the radiational cooling and insolational heating of the ground surface which is especially favored by this type of situation is so pronounced that direct conduction of heat to or from the underlying surface assumes the most important place among these influences. The heating of the upper layers by adiabatic compression in the course of an extensive anticyclonic development becomes much more important than in the ?as? of. advection fogs.
(3) Horizvntal pressure dastnbutwn.-Since radiation fogs are always characterized by, light winds, the horizontal pressure gradient is never ste?p. Due to the sensitiveness of these fogs to comparatively light winds, this is an essential conditions, so that the weakening of the pressure gradient by the divergent air flow which accompanies gradual anticyclonic development is of ten an important modifying factor.
(4) Density of hygroscopic nuclei of condensation.-This is a roperty which is subject primarily to local varivary singificantly throughout the air mass. The modifying factors to be considered are (1) the location of sources of pollution (industrial regipns) which supply the active nuclei, (2) the prepailing mnds (both direction and velocity) which determine the local distribution of these nuclei within the air mass, and (3) the action of the sun's rays in increasing the hygroscopic properties of the nuclei. The detailed consideration of each type of radiation is suc Tl as to permit of a sufficient local concentration of ations, t % ough when conditions are favorable it may fog follows.
GROUND FOG
Ground fog, or radiation fog a c c o m p a n e g a gro-d inversion, probably is a greater nmsance to mland a n ation than any other type of fog. In the eastern United States, where certain other types of fog which are very frequent in Europe are comparatively rare, it is quite possible that this ground fog causes more trouble than all other types combined. This is not due to its greater density, extent, or persistence. It is usually only a morning fog, occurring more or less locally and probably seldom reaching a depth of 200 meters. But its significance lies in its frequency, irregularity, and the great geographical range where its occurrence is possible. It may develop over almost any inland surface during clear calm nights, and the p e a t irregularity of this occurrence depends upon a multitude of local modifying conditione which render its forecasting very difficult. There must be taken into account both the general air mass propertiee and the local conditions. It is impossible to forecast this fog for a definite locality without a very particular howled e of these local conditions.
Consifering first the general air mass pro erties which are significant for the development of groun (f fog, the fact that i t is characteristic of aging anticyclonic conditione
shows that its formation occurs in C. Trans. A. mmea. As has been pointed out, the rincipal cooling proceam and especially by direct contact of the lowest air layera with a radiation cooled ground surface. At any rata, radiation to space is necessary, hence the fist requisite for radiation fo is a clear or a t least partly clear sky. I n the second $ace, since this cooling must not be too rapidly dispersed by turbulence, the wind velocities must be light. On the other hand, some slight turbulence is necessary if the cooling is to extend more than 3 or 4 feet above the ground (limit of effect of cooling by conduction in a single night), therefore a very light wind is favorable. According to Taylor, in only 2 out of 70 instances of radiation-fog formation a t Kew was the wind velocity at 8 p. m. of the evening before grea'ter than 5% miles per hour. Hence usually a wind a t 8 o'clock of more than 6 miles per hour seems to be enough to make a no-fog forecast. I n the third place, the temperature inversion that always comes with the ground cooling which effecta ground-fog formation appears early in the evening. Probably the complete absence of a ground inversion at 8 p. m. is another condition sufficient to warrant a no-fog forecast, but this rule requires observational coniirmation. Finally, the absolute humidity must not be excessively low, or the cooling necessary to effect saturation will not be attained. As has been pointed out, although radiational cooling of the ground is favored by low absolute humidity of the air above, this effect is more than outweighed by the increased direct radiational cooling of the air and the decrease in the amount of cooling necessary to produce saturation which goes with high absolute humidity. Usually, except in arid regions, i t will not be low, because the eat insolational heating by day in evaporation from ground and water surfaces. The cooling near the ground already early in the evening is usually such as to cause a high relative humidity and deposit of dew. Probably the absence of any deposit of dew on the grass at 9 p. m., or by the time of complete darkness, is another condition warranting a no-fog forecast, but this rule also requires observational veri€ica-tion. Then the general conditions necessary for the forecasting of ground fog are-(1) Mostly clear skies.
(2) Light winds, not more than 6 miles per hour at 8 p. m., but preferably not absolute calm.
(3) Thermal stability and early evening appearance of ground inversion.
(4) Sufficient absolute humidity, indicated by early evening deposit of dew.
Turning now to the local influences which must be especially considered in forecasting ground fog for any district, the most important of these are topography, the are by direct radiation of the P ower air layers to space, cooled surface air to collect in low lying places. This is responsible for the marked tendency of ground fog to form in low-lying places and the freedom of high locations from it. It also makes the formation of fog possible in absolute calm in the absence of tlll turbulence, due to the depth of the cold air. I n flat country a certain amount of turbulence is necessary to carry the effect of ground cooling upward through a thicker layer than that for which the molecular diffusion of water vapor downward can prevent supersaturation by the deposit of dew.
The effect of local bodies of water in supplying heat and moisture to a radiation cooled air mass has been considered a t some length under autumn early morning steam mists. As was pointed out there, this effect may be either to dissipate ground fog locally or to favor its formation, depending upon topography, temperature contrast between water and air, and the extent of the water surface. One henomenon which may be closely should be especially considered here. This is the very low ground fog which is especially characteristic of lowlying damp or swampy districts. It is such that two people coming toward each other through it may see each other's head and shoulders while the rest is concealed.
It is rather frequent in certain localities in the southeastern United States as well as in Europe. The writer of this paper has not had the opportunity of observing such a fog, well marked, a t first hand, nor does there appear to be any observational data such as to throw light on its nature. This would require merely a very few precise measurements of temperature of ground surface and of the overlying air mass through the first few meters and observations of the exact nature of the ground surface over which the formation occurs. However, in the absence of all such information, the following ex lanation offered. I n the first $ace, it is evidently a radiation fog, as it occurs only in clear calm weather. In the second place, the underlying ground surface must be warmer than the overlying air layer; otherwise, if Taylor's calculations are correct, supersaturation in the first 3 or 4 feet above the ground should be forestalled by molecular diffusion downward of the water vapor and its deposit as dew. Furthermore, the fact that the fog extends to just that height that molecular diffusion may be expected to extend in the course of one night, according to Taylor, seems to indicate that it is the result of evaporation from a slightly warmer underlying surface, in the complete absence of any dispenin turbulence. If this is the or grass-covered radiation cooled surface, and settled over the warmer moist surface, or possibly due to its high moisture content has cooled by direct radiation. A moist earth surface cools very slowly by radiation, a grass cover very ra idly. At any rate, since the phenomenon seems to be 0 ue to molecular diffusion of vapor upward from the ground, the following conditions must hold for its formation:
(1) Absolute calm and thermal stability (no turbulence).
(2) A very high initial relative humidity in the lowest air layer.
(3) A small positive value of the difference T,-T..
If now careful observation should show that this formation occurs over a moist surface such that T,-T, < 0, related to a relativey P warm damp underlying surface of this low ground fo seems the most reasona g le to be explanation, the air must % ave been cooled over a dryer then not only a different explanation of this phenomenon must be found but also Taylor's quantitative computations and concIusions wiIl be in part invalidated.
The local effect of a large industrial city, the result both of smoke obscurity and the production of hygroscopic nuclei of condensation, requlres no detailed consideration here. In such a reQon the factors to be considered in forecasting are:
(1) Wind direction (whether it blows from or toward the source of pollution) ;
(2) Wind velocity (how far the impurities will be carried and how rapidly dispersed by turbulence) ; (3) Vertical lapse rate (how rapidly the impurities will be dispersed upward); and (4) Time of sunrise (effect of sunlight in increasing hygroscopic properties of nuclei).
The importance which this factor can a t t a h is shown by a comparison of general visibilities prepared by Entwistle 46 for the aerodromes Croydon and Stag Lane near London. Croydon is southwest of London, Stag Lane north, and the contrasting visibilities with winds of different direction at these two stations is striking.
A complete and satisfactory mathematical solution of the problem of the forecasting of ground fog will probably never be possible, because of the great number of complicating factors. Calwagen made an attempt at such a general mathematical formulation of the conditions, but to get the thing in a practically workable form he had to make so many simplifying assumptions that the solution had no real significance. And even then he had completely passed over the very important locally variable conditions. An empirical method of attackin the problem has been suggested by G . I. Taylor. f t is simply a graphical method of analyzing the past records of a particular station to try to find a definite relation between conditions and ground-fog formation such that the forecasting of fog is made routine. This method has the disadvantage that it can be applied only to a locality for which there exist records over a sufficient time to make the preliminary statistical analysis. But it has the advantage of being particular for each station so that the local modifying influences are constant and are automatically expressed in the general relation obtained. The method as developed by Taylor has been tried out at a number of aerodromes in England with only a moderate degree of success. However, the method as applied b Taylor seems to be capable of furthei refinement. H e simply takes for a given station all evenings on which the formation of ground fog seems possible (clear skies, light wind) and represents tho conditions in a field of coordinates where the ordinates represent the difference between dry-bulb and wet-bulb temperature (or relative humidity, or vapor pressure) and the abscissae the current temperature at 8 o'clock. The conditions on each evening are represented by a point in the field, i t being indicated whether fog formation followed later in the night or not. Taylor found that a smooth curve could be drawn through such a field of points so that nearly all the points above the curve represent conditions which were followed by nights free of fog. Below the line about half of the points represent conditions followed by fog formation, half not. Hence such a diagram sets off definitely for the locality to which it applies certain limits within which fog can not occur (too low humidity) and certain limits where it may definitely be expected. There is no reason why this method
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can not be extended further to include other factors than temperature and humidity. If wind direction and velocity and perhaps vertical temperature gradient ivere indicated also in the manner of entering the points on the diagram, other regularities might well appear in the distribution of the points representing fog formation, relative to the factors other than temperature and humidity, at each particular station. Of course, the relations found to hold a t one station between the formation of fog and these general factors will not hold at another where the local influences may be quite different.
The dissipation of ground fog can almost always be forecast with certaintv to occur before the middle of the morning. Ordinarily," in the open country, the later in the night i.t forms the less is its extent and density, and the sooner will it dissipate in the morning. Accordingly the dissipation may come at any time from sunrise till 10 or 11 o'clock. Only occasionally over big cities, as London or Hamburg, a real ground fog may persist through the whole day. I n such a case the fog is probably more than 200 meters thick to begin with, and very dense. The influence which effects this density and persistence is the hygroscopic action of the nuclei of condensation, acted on by the sun's rays. This local influence of cities on the persistency of ground fog must always be considered in forecasting its dissipation.
An observation made by W. Georgii in the course of much night-flying experience on the western front during the war deserves special mention here. He remarks that the beam of a searchlight (such as those used at certain American airports to determine cloud elevations by night), if directed upward on a perfectly clear night, will show the first stages of the formation of a radiation fog hours before it may become visible to the unaided eye. Even when the air looks to be perfectly clear, the path of the beam of light observed from below appears as a whitlsh disk if the first stage of fog formation has begun. A systematic observation of this phenomenon might give information of practical value in forecasting radiation fog some hours in advance. How long in advance this disk becomes visible, and the sigdcance of the clearness with which it stands out, are points which remain to be determined by regular observation. I t may prove to be of no practical value whatsoever.
HIQH FOQ
As has been pointed out, high fog formation takes place with the anticyclonic development occurring when the extensive mass of P. A. constituting a major cold outbreak becomes stagnant in late fall or winter over a continent. It was further shown that western and central Europe is the region especially favonng such developments, and that they do not occur in North America. Therefore, this discussion of high fog forecasting applies only to central and western Europe. The stagnation of a great P. A. mass over Europe means a blocking of the usual characteristic winter westerly air current over the continent which follows from t'he gradient between the normal semipermanent Icelandic Low to the north and ridge of high pressure over southern Europe which is n normal east-northeastward extension of the semipermanent Azores High. Hence the situations in which the typical high fog formation occurs, with the center of a very marked anticyclone over central Europe, is quite distinctive and not to be mistaken. From this it follows that the first two essentials in forecasting the forniation of this fog are (1) the season of the year should be betwe.en October and March, inclusive; (2) the general circulation is stagnant, with an extensive anticyclonic development in air of polar origin over central and western Europe. Now the formation of high fog does not follow with every such anticyclonic development. This depends on the properties of the air mass, to begin with, and the modihations of these properties in t,he restsing mass. The most essential consideration for forecasting is that of . the initial conditions in the mass, and these are a direct reflection of its past history. The signihant difference is that between a P. A. mass which invades Europe from the NE., having passed overland over Prussia in its move ment southward, and one which comes from due N. OP NNW., having passed over the open sea. I n the former case the air arrives cold and rather dry throughout. If high fog development occurs it is only very slowly after long subjection to the modifying influences, and it never' reaches the density and extent that it does in the second case. When the P. A. mass has passed over the open sea in coming southward it is warmed at lower levels, hence the vertical gradient steepened, and the absolute humidity greatly increased, which renders very dense high fog development possible. The development of high fo ma always be forecast in the case of the stagnation o B K SUC a P. A. mass. I n the first case it should not be forecast unless it actually begins to make its appearance.
In the course of the development of the stagnant anticyclone the following important modifications of the air mass properties occur :
(1) Heating of the upper layers by the adiabatic compression re'sulting from the sinking and spreading of the air mass, and from the establishment of anticyclonic circulation. This results in the formation of a surface of subsidence.
(2) Cooling of the lower levels up to the surface of subsidence by direct radiation to space and by contact with the radiation cooled underlying surface. This results in the development of a marked inversion at the surface of subsidence.
(3) Gradual infusion of moisture (if the air mass is dry), smoke, and hygroscopic nuclei of condensation throughout the mass up to the inversion.
(4) A gradual weakening of the horizontal pressure gradient, and therefore a decrease of wind velocity at all levels.
Evidently enough, the air mass which has come overland and is cold and dry initially in the lower levels can only give fog after long continued action of the third factor. And this is most effective on the western side of the anticyclone, where the inversion is becoming progressively lower, and the air has moved farthest from its source over the continent, and is moving northward again after having passed farther south. From this follows the generally observed fact that high fog does usually occur first in the western portion of a dry central European anticyclone. The fact that high fog does not occur in the United States is a necessary consequence of the fact that all P. A. outbreaks are of the continental type, and that the general winter circulation over the United States is such that the third influence mentioned above does not have t h e enought to act, the stagnation is not sui%cient.
In the air mass which has come over the open sea the cooling of the lower levels is aided by the direct radiation to space resulting from its great absolute humidity, and the tendency to reestablish a normal gradient, which seems to be about 0.6 the dry adiabatic up to the inversion. The fog formation occurs first at the base of the 463 inversion, probably because it is an active radiating surface, and grows downward. Therefore in the central regions of the anticyclone low stratus rather than surface fog should be forecast to begin with. I n the peripheral portions it becomes progressively lower until it appears as surface fog. The formation begins almost as soon as the stagnation sets in, due to the high absolute humidity.
High fog reaches its greatest density a t the base of t4e subsidence inversion, and may extend as a dense fog down to the ground. The condensation sometimes goes 80 far as to give light precipitation. It is very extensive, often covering a good part of western Europe, and is the highest type of fog. A normal height of such a fog at the center of the anticyclone, according to Georgii's observational data, seems to be about 1,000 to 1,200 meters, but in cases it extends to a t least 1,700 meters. The fog frequently grows denser day after day, as long as the situation persists. But it frequently also shows some evidence of a daily period, being densest in the early morning. Such a fog may conipletely cripple all aviation lines over an extensive region for a period of weeks. Often, however, in flat country i t is sficiently high above the ground so that flying is feasible below the dense stratus. But in such a situation, visibility is always rather poor.
When such a fog is once well established, its dissipation is effected only by a displacement of the anticyclone and the stagnant air mass. Usually this is eflected by a regeneration of the Icelandic LOW, and a reestablishment of the normal circulation with westerly current over Europe. Cloudless skies, dry air, and intense insolation above the subsidence inversion seem to have no perceptible effect in dissipating the fog. No doubt when the fog is once formed, reflection of the sunlight from its upper surface is an important factor in maintaining the inversion persistently.
INVERSION HAZE
Inversion haze, like the radiation fogs that are dependent on inversions, are of two types, according as the inversion is a ground inversion or a high inversion. But the forecasting of such haze is much easier than that of the fog, for the haze obscurity is directly proport'ional to the concentration of the smoke pollution, and not dependent on the attainment of any saturation concentration, as fog is, before it becomes visible.
I n the forecasting of ground haze (ground inversion) the essential factor is the ground inversion. This invcrsion is that formed by the radiational cooling of the ground surface and lower air strata which occurs in the course of a single clear calm night, exactly as considered under ground fog. Other things being equal, the density of the haze is about proportional to the amount of the inversion. As has been pointed out, the occurrence of a ground inversion requires almost complete calm. Therefore, ground haze is very local in the region of the source of pollution. What wind drift there may be carries the haze with it, so that the expected direction and velocity of the wind must be considered in forecasting the haze distribution. This haze is of slight general signiiicance, because it is so local, but for a particular aerodrome it may be of some consequence, for it may become quite dense, and is always low. I n the case of ground fog formation, the haze is no longer detectable.
In the case of the high inversion haze the principal factor is the same high inversion which accompanies an oxtensive anticyclonic development, exactly as discussed under high fog. As soon as such an inversion becomes marked, and this happens invariably in the settling of a stagnant P. A. mass, the high inversion haze begins to appear in industrial regions. For this phenomenon the dryness of the air makes no difference, except as it may be obscured by fog, so the past history of the air mass has no significance. In general, the density of the haze is proportional to the amount of the inveision, and inversely to its elevation. Since this is a persistent phenomenon, the high inversion haze may gradually increase in extent and density day after day, until it becomes a general nuisance over a wide region. I n forecasting the horizontal distribution of this more general haze, the primary factor to take into consideration is not the rather light wind in the lower air strata (below the base of the inversion) but the direction and velocity of the stronger winds in the upper portion of the inversion layer and the base of the layer above. As has been pointed out, it is probably in the upper porbion of the inversion layer that the widespread horizontal distribution of high inveision haze takes place, and in this level that the rather clearly marked haze layer reaches its greatest density. This density will be greater if the wind here is light, but the haze will be more widespread if the winds are fresh. The upper level of the haze stratum is rather abrupt, just above the top of the inversion. Its elevation may be forecast accordingly. As has been mentioned, the obscuring effect of high inversion haze can not be judged by the observer on the ground. This effect appears much greater to the aviator above, often rendering the observation of landmarks on the ground, especially near large cities, quite impossible.
ADVECTION AND RADIATION FOG-MARITIME FOQ
In the case of maritime fog advection is once more the essential condition for the fog formation, therefore the principal factors to be considered in forecasting this fog are again the modifying influences acting on the air mass as it advances. But the first thing to consider is the original properties of the air mass. Maritime fog develops in a M. P. A. mass or a M. Trans. A. mass in the course of its transformation to a C. Trans. A. mass over a cold land surface. Therefore it is to be forecast only as an inland fog, and only during the colder half of the year. Furthermore, it is to be forecast only upon the advance inland of M. P. A. or M. Trans. A. masses, which are characterized by high humidities at least up to the limits of shower convection, and the first by steep lapse rate at all levels, while the second is stable only in the lowest levels. This steep lapse rate and high humidity are essential to the fog formation. It also follows that as such an air mass moves inland the remnants of ald fronts, the remaining convectional activity, and probably some orographical effects will cause considerable cloudlness and often intermittent rain. But this is no obstacle to the formation of maritime fog.
As soon as the air mass passes from over the warm open sea to the land surface, the supply of heat and moisture from below, which has maintained the steep lapse rate and convectional activity, ceases. There follows an immediate cooling of the lower level of the air mass, and a cessation of convection, as a result of the tendency to establish a normal equilibrium lapse rate. This is the important modification of the air mass pro erties that represents the change from M. P. A. to 6 Trans. A., and which almost invariably results in a more or less dense fog.
surface, marked original M. P. A. properties in the air I n favorable conditions (cold land ,
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MONTHLY WEATHER REVIEW msss) the fog can be expected within a very few hours of the movement inland of the air mass, if the winds are not too strong. Naturally it can not occur in regions which are closed to direct inundation by maritime air masses initially of polar origin, as in the United States between the Rockies and the Appalachians, where it never need be considered. I n regions which are subject to this fog, it is one of the worst, because it is very frequent, quite dense and persistent, and usually of considerable horizontal extent. Furthermore, unless the conditions leading to its formation are thoroughly understood, its appearance is likely to be quite unexpected, because it comes suddenly and in a kind of situation in which no other fog occurs.
B. FRONTAL FOQS
As in the case of air mass fo s, the problem of forecast- The problem of forecasting front movements, like air mass movements, is the general problem of weather forecasting for any element, and for that reason is given no special consideration here. Assuming that the future position of air mass and front is correctly forecast, to forecast frontal fogs it remains to consider in det,ail those properties of the fronts which are of significance for fog. However, the whole problem of the forecasting of the first appearance of a frontal fog becomes very complicated, for there are not only the same factors to be considered as for air mass fogs, but also the modifying influences of the fronts themselves, which are in turn variable. Therefore, unless the fog formation has already set in, the best rules to follow in the practical forecasting of these fogs are the empirical rules determined by actual experience, and applying to definite localities. When the fog has once made its ap earance, the forecaststraightforward, according to the movement of the fronts themselves.
The properties of an air mass on which the formation of fog at any point depends, are always absolute humidity, temperature and lapse rate, and pressure gradient (wind velocity), whether it be air mass fog or frontal fog, except for the locally variable concentration of hygroscopic nuclei which plays no part in frontal fogs, on account of the absence of continued calm. These properties are subject to the same modifying influences in the case of frontal fog as in the case of air mass fog, but it i s the modifying influences of the front which are essential. Therefore the relative importance of the vaiious influences to be considered in forecasting frontal fogs is not the same as for air mass fogs. These differences are considered briefly for each air mass property:
(1) Absozute humidity.-The increase of humidity by evaporation from falling rain is the most important modification of this property in frontal fog formation, instead of evaporation from warm water surfaces. Drying by the deposit of dew becomes negligible.
(2) Temperature and lapse rate.-Due to the usual frontal cloudiness, the radiation process becomes relatively unimportant in effecting temperature or lapse rate changes. Also, the steady air movements prevent the marked cooling of surface air layers by conduction to a colder underlying surface. Finally the frequent active cyclogenesis which accompanies frontal activity makes cooling by adiabatic expansion a much more important influence affecting temperature distribution.
ing a frontal fog resolves itse P f into two parts, namely, ing of the movement of the fronta P fog zones is perfectly (3) Horizontal pressure gradknt.-The marked cyclonic activity accompanying frontal fogs compared to air-mass fogs means that mo&fications of the pressure grahent, and therefore of air movements, may be both rapid and extensive.
There follows a very brief consideration of the forecasting of each kind of frontal fog in so f a r as it is possible in the light of these factors just considered.
PREFRONTAL FOGS
The prefrontal fogs as they appear on the chart are always distinguishable by their distribution in elongated zones directly precedin the front, and their abrupt cessaoccluded, or cold) is an important point to note in the consideration of the fog. tion a t the front. # he nature of the front (warm,
In the case when the fog formation has already occurred the forecasting of this fog is simply the comparatively simple problem of reckoning the front and fog zone displacement. The fog can be counted on to persist without any sudden dissipation. It is likely to increase in extent and density until the occlusion of the front, after which it begins gradually to diminish again. I n the case of active cyclogenesis, the increase in the fog is likely to be rapid.
The forecasting of the first appearance of this prefrontal fog is a difficult problem. The two primary factors to be considered are the local pressure changes in the surface layers of the air mass in advance of the front, and the extent of the saturation of these same air layers by precipitation and the concomitant cooling by eva orabon.
tors is to be arrived at by a consideration of the instantaneous surface flow across isobars to lower pressure, the amount of fall due to the general deepening along the front, and the fall due to the displacement of the front. Quantitative computations of the local pressure chan e can readily be made on this basis for particular cases. ?t is readily shown that for a secondary development of not excessive intensity the 6-hour effect may be e uivalent to a vertical displacement of 200 meters, or a cooing of 2' C. If the air in advance of the front has been saturated by copious warm front rain, this is quite sufEcient to give a general fog formation. Thus it is possible for this type of fog to make an extensive appearance within six hours. But this is like1 only in the rapid secondary formations, which are usuaiy the result of the sudden development of a wave disturbance on a quasi-stationary front. Otherwise it is not necessary to reckon with such a possibility. Strong winds are unfavorable to the appearance of this fog, as of all others, but it may occur with moderate to fresh winds. For this reason it is rather more likely to occur inland in the winter, where the winds in advance of an active warm front are likely to be comparatively light. The local orographical effect in causmg low stratus formation in advance of a warm front by the forced ascent of the moist air mass is a distinct henomenon. This will appear as a high fog on the winaward side of exposed locations. The height at which this formation appears depends only upon the humidity of the prefrontal air mass, and therefore appears only aftm precipitation has occurred for some time, and at continually lower elevations.
The disappearance of prefrontal fog before a warm front takes place abruptly with the passage of the front.
The fog zone itself moves farther, and disappears slowly
The quantitative determination of the first of t rl ese fac-4sc; only after the occlusion of the front. This type of fog is often quite dense, while its vertical extent has not been specifically observed. But since it occurs under a lowering cloud deck and generally bad weather it makes flying quite impossible. It is not likely to persist longer than a few hours, preceding the front passage.
P R E F R O N T A L FOG B E F O R E AN OCCLUDED F R O N T
There is no difference whatsoever in principle between fog before a warm front and an occluded front. The occluded front is simply a later stage of the same thing, so that except in the rather unusual case of the regeneration of the front, there is no further development of the fog to be anticipated, only a gradual deterioration. Therefore, the forecasting of this fog depends only on forecasting the movement of the ready formed fog zone, as considered for the warm front case.
The development of a low stratus cloud deck by orographical influences may occur before an occluded front lust the same as before a warm front. For either kind of front, a high coast line is especially favorable for the appearance of this phenomenon.
P R E F R O N T A L FOG B E F O R E A COLD F R O N T
Before a cold front the formation of fog is again due to the local pressure diminution, which within the warm sector is greatest here as a result of the prefrontal fall. In this case the prefrontal air mass is not saturated by prefrontal recipitation. But its humidity is high in the usual surface cooling resulting in a stable lapse rate and high relative humidity. If this process has already gone so far as to cause general T. A. fog, the prefrontal effect is simply to cause a local increase in density in the fog iu a zone just in advance of the cold front. The properties of the T. A. must always be considered in forecasting prefrontal fog with a cold front, for if the air is not very nearly saturated to begin *with, no fo formation will occur. This means that it is much less h e l y in summer than in winter, and less likely over the land than over the sea. Over the interior of continents in summer it is quite out of the question. I n general, this fog is of little practical importance. It is of less density and extent than the fog before a warm front, except as the situation is such that the entife warm sector is foggy to begin with, in which case it is really a T . A. fog, the prefrontal factor being responsible only for local intensification. It is of short duration, for either the passage of the cold front or the occlusion of the warm sector end it abruptly. lowest leve Y s because it is T. A. which has undergone the
F R O N T P A S S A G E FOGS (MIGRATING LOW CLOUD SYSTEMS)
The forecasting of the passage of migrating low cloud systems is simp1 a matter of the forecasting of the passa e of fronts. $hey a pear as real fogs at low elevations rests on the ground. o rf y in the exceptiona P case that the frontal cloud base
FOQ W I T H A WARM F R O N T
Except over continents in summer time the passage of a distinct warm front is always marked by the passage of a comparatively low thick cloud deck, which reaches its lowest elevation at the passage of the front. The problem of the forecaster, apart from timing the front assage, is simply to forecast the elevation of the cloud Ease, The best indication by which to judge this is that of accurate preceding observations of cloud .elevations.
Such moving cloud systems do not change them elevation . Theoretically this elevation can be reckoned rapidlr direct y from the temperature and humidity in the surface level of the T. A. current, it being simply the elevation at which saturation would occur upon the forced ascent of the air. I n the limiting case that this elevation is zero, it becomes surface fog, but this is to be expected only over cold water surface or snow-covered land. Mountain ranges and high coast lines lower the effective elevation of the cloud base, both by the forced ascent of the preceding air mass and by turbulent mixing of the two air masses in the frontal zone. This tendency to a lowering of the cloud base above such obstacles is very important in aviation forecasting, for it is exactly here that it is necessary to be able to count on a certain clearance elevation below the cloud base. Finally, the passing of the front does not improve conditions much, for the low T. A. stratus and drizzle follow.
FOG W I T H A N OCCLUDED F R O N T
Forecasting the elevation of the base of the cloud system with an occluded front passage is exactly the same as with the warm front. But it should be remembered that with the occlusion of the warm sector the frontal condensation processes have reached their maximum, and that gradual-improvement should follow.
This means specifically, with reference to the cloud system, that it will begin to decrease in density and the elevation of the base to increase. The unfavorable influence of certain orographical factors remain. I t is no longer possible for the cloud base to rest on the ground aa real surface fog, except at high elevations. The passage of the front is marked by the invasion of P. A. with the characteristic showers and clear air, instead of the t ical passage. There may, over an inland region, follow maritime fog.
low stratus and drizzle of the T. A. following a wa,m 9p ront
FOG W I T H A COLD-FRONT PASSAGE
The forecasting of the cold front passage with attendant phenomena is the same as that of the other fronts. The typical cold front characteristics are those of the line squall, though usually they do not reach squall proportions, but are more in the nature of a shower with shift of wind. The cloudbase is low, but neverclose to the ground escept over high and exposed locations. The elevation of the cloud base can not be approximated from theoretical considerations, but can be estimated only on a basis of previous observations. Such passages are especially dangerous owing to the possibility of strong shifting winds and intense precipitation. These likewise are to be forecast only on the basis of previous observation, with especial attention to tendencies toward increasing or decreasing intensity of the phenomenon. Cold front passage disturbances are of short duration, rarely much more than an hour, and we quickly followed by the usual intermittent showers and broken skies of the P. A. mass.
Maritime fog may follow a cold front passage over an inland region, but it need never be looked for immediately following a vigorously active front (strong shifting winds and shower).
POSTFRONTAL FOG AFTER A WARM F R O N T
This fog is to be forecast on the same principle as a T. A. fog, for it is really T. A. fog intensified locally in the postfrontal zone. The principal factors effecting this local intensification are the coldness of the ground surface persisting from the prefrontal anticyclonic radiation cool- does not appear so markedly over water, because the postfrontal intensifying factors mentioned above are possible only in inland regions. I n general, this zone of postfrontal fog represents the greatest density of fog possible in the T. A. current, so that gradually improving visibility may be expected to follow within a few hours, but not good visibility within the T. A. current..
PART IV FOG A N D HAZE DISTRIBUTION RELATIVE TO T H E SELEC-TION O F AERODROME S I T E S
Any discussion of fog and haze bearing in the least on the aviation aspects of the problem would be incomplete without a few words on the selection of aerodrome sites. The rather great local variations in fog and haze frequencies make a consideration of this factor in the choice of an aerodrome site rather important. The most gengeneral treatment of this subject which has appedred is contained in the paper of Captain Entwistle, Meteorology in Relation to the Selection of Aerodrome Sites, in which the principal elements considered are fog, haze, and low clouds. He goes from a statistical analysis of the records of these elements at the individual aerodromes in the British Isles to a statement, in terms of the position and local topography of the individual stations, of the underlying principles explaining his statistical results. Since the following discussion is intended to be both brief and perfectly general, it is based on the consideration of the conditions under which the principal fog forms are likely to occur, as set forth in the preceding parts of this paper, from which conclusions are drawn as to the nature of locations best suited for aerodrome sites.
In estimating the suitability of a given locality for an aerodrome site only those forms of fog need to be considered whose frequency or persistence over land is such that they may visibly affect statistical averages. The other forms are so scattered and incidental that they are of no practical importance. The fogs which it has been found may affect statistical averages over Zand regions are (1) monsoon fqg, (2).radiation fogs, both ground fog and high fog, (3) inversion haze, (4) maritime fog, m d ( 5 ) front passage fogs, which affect the fog frequencies on high exposed locations very greatly, while for lower locations they affect the low-ceiling frequency. The distinction between the fogs affecting coastal districts and those affecting inland districts is so pronounced that this distinction must be made a t the beginning of the discussion. .
In the selection of an aerodrome site in a coastal region, there are the general differences in fog frequencies between districts to be considered as well as the local differences within a limited area. Of the five fog types mentioned above the only ones characteristic of coastal regions are monsoon fog and front-passage fogs. As we have seen, there are certain coasts where monsoon fog is regularly present, and others where it is rather rare.
In general, it is i n the north temperate regions more frequent on west coasts than east, because there the normal eastward air movement brings it on shore more often. Furthermore, it is best developed in regions less . frequented by cyclones. Front-passage f o e or rnigrw tory low cloud systems, on the other hand, am moBb frequent in regions of greatest cyclonic activity, but alm on the exposed west coasts. Therefore, i n general, an east coast is preferable to a west coast, and a southerly latitude to a northerly, except where the presence of particularly cold water off the coast favors monsoon fog. A high coast line is unfavorable, due to its effecting a forced ascent of inblowing air currents and condensation at low levels. This tendency toward a lowering of the effective cloud base with front-passage fogs has bees considered more closely in the case of the warm front passage.
Of the local factors to be considered, the principal o w are the elevation of the site to be selected and its nearneaa to industrial regions with their pollution by smoke and hydroscopic gases. As far as this latter factor is concerned, the principal aim should be to et as far awa toward which the wind is less likely to blow. I n general, moderate winds are so much more prevalent on the coast than inland that a coastal site will enjoy comparative freedom from this source of annoyance. Likewise, when it comes to the radiation fogs, both high fog and ground fog, these are not formed to any extent along the coast, but are formed inland and may drift out to the sea at places. Therefore relatively high locations are favorable, because these fogs must advance over the low and sheltered sections.
On the other hand, an elevation greater than about 500 feet should not be chosen on an exposed coast, for the base of the rather frequent low front passage cloud systems are often not much more than that, while monsoon fog is usually appreciably deeper than that, so that it can not be escaped without being more than compensated for by low ceiling. At the same time that an exposed situation favors good visibility it has the disadvantage of being sub'ect frequently to strong and ceiling are concerned, the most favorable location of an aerodrome site should be a rather high (not above 500 feet) and exposed field on a generally low coast I M far removed from local industrial pollution as possible.
From his statistical analysis of past records a t the English aerodromes Captain Entwistle came to exactly the same conclusion.
For an inland district the problem is more complicated. There every type of fog mentioned above except monsoon fog may be prevalent. The more general phenomena, which are not greatly variable mthin a comparatively local district, are high fog and maritime fog. Those more dependent on local variations of topography, proximity of sources of atmospheric pollution, and possibly the nature of the ound surface, are ground fog, inversion haze, and ! ? ow ceiling. Considering the more general phenomena first, it has been pointed out that high fog is characteristic only of vary estensive inland continental regions that are open to the direct invasion of the great P. A. outbreaks NeteoTological summaTy for Chile, October, 1928 (by J . Bwtos Navarret, Obseruatorio del Salto, Santiago, i%Ze).-The characteristic features of the weather were weak intensity of atmospheric circulation and very light precipitation, even in. the southern area. Two important antxyclonic centers w-ere charted-the first formed in the region of the Juan Fernandez Islands on the 5th) moved toward Chiloe on the 7th) and later remained stationary in the south for some time; the second forming in the same region as the €ust on the 20 th, moved toward Chiloe and later, on the 25th, toward Ar entina. @he depressions were of minor importance. Only t h e e are worthy of mention, those of the 2d-3d and 12th-13th off the middle coast and that of the 16th-18th in the far south. The fist depression was accompahied by cloudiness, fog, and mist; the second by the same conditions and in addition scattered rains in the south. The third disturbance, which crossed the extreme southern region, caused rains from Chiloe to Arauco; it brought the most marked change in weather during the month and w a~ followed by frost in the central region of Chile.
Rarely has there been observed such weak atmospheric circulation as that c,haracterizing this month. The total monthly precipitation a t Valdivia, one of the rainiest points in Chile, was only 1.29 inches (normal 5.28 inches) and a t Sant,iago only 0.10 inch. For a description of instrument.s and exposures and an account of the method of obtaining and reducing the measurement>s, t,he reader is referred to the REVIEW for January, 1924, 52:42; January, 1925, 5399, and July, 1925, 53:318. decidedly above normal values for November at Washington,'D. C., and slightly above a t Madison, Wis., and Lincoln, Nebr. Table 2 shows that the total solar radiation received on a horizontal surface directly from bhe sun and diffusely from the sky was above the November normal at Washington, and decidedly below a t Madison and i:::::::::
Skylight polarization nieasurement8s made a t Wash-: E :
: t::::::::: ington on three days give a mean of 62 per cent,, with a E;;:;::::::::: with a maximum of 76 per cent on the 6th. These are G6",8n9~;,,,.:::, close to the corresponding average values for November 
